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Abstract

Inmostmammals, a large part of the brain is dedicated to the processing of visual information.
The entirety of the visual input is captured by the retina, processed, and carried forward by the
retinal ganglion cells (RGCs). Our appreciation of the diversity of RGCs, as studied in the ret-
ina of themouse, has grown considerably over the last ~15 years, with the number of reported
RGC types essentially tripling over this time period. The emergence of high-density micro-
electrode arrays (MEAs) has allowed for large-scale recordings from across the retina to be
made; nonetheless, processing this data remains a challenge. Thework described in this thesis
assesses the possibility of using unsupervised clustering as a tool for the automated classifica-
tion of RGCs. Exploiting spike train distance measures—a previously under-explored method
in regards to clustering RGCs based on their light-evoked electrophysiological responses—an
initial validation of the clustering is performed utilising a large set of synthetic spike trains.
This evaluation demonstrates that the spike distance method compares favourably to cluster-
ings based on feature vectors. Application of the method to real RGC data, recorded using a
high-density MEA from a single mouse retina, reveals that it can successfully discern between
subtly different response characteristics. The parameter-free nature of this method makes it
generally applicable for the physiological classification of all sensory neurons.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Brains of all sizes can be seen as impressively engineered information processing machines:

Nature has, through the processes of evolution, created incredibly efficient and fit-for-purpose

systems that often frustrate human attempts at reductionist comprehension owing to their ir-

reducibility. Despite this fact, and regardless of the animal or brain shape and size, certain

common “design principles” can be seen across biology that help explain how neural systems

function. One such principle is to complicate1: by using more individual components, each

one specialised for a specific task or tasks, it is possible to derive significant gains in efficiency.

Nowhere has this principle been explored more than in the mammalian visual system, in par-

ticular the retina. When light hits the retina’s photosensitive rods and cones, the energy is

transformed into an electrical signal that is relayed via chemical synapses through three main

stages2 of processing composed of ~12 parallel pathways. The visual signal is transformed

into a highly condensed representation across these parallel channels and is transmitted to

the rest of the brain by the retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), whose axons form the optic nerve.

The RGCs receive input from 50–70 distinct types of interneurons3 and are themselves be-

lieved to have at least 30 distinct types4–6, although a final consensus has not been reached

to date. In this project, ways in which unsupervised clustering can be used to “functionally”

classify RGCs based solely on their physiological responses to light stimuli are explored.

This chapter begins by providing motivation for the work contained herein, followed by a

brief outline of the objectives and the main results achieved. Chapter 2 provides the neces-

sary background to contextualise and understand the methods and results (Chapters 3 and 4,

respectively). To conclude, Chapter 5 discusses the significance and limitations of the work

presented, and lays out directions for future work.
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1.1 Motivation

The signals from RGCs are the only source of visual information sent to the brain. Under-

standing the output of these cells is key to better comprehending the visual pathways located

throughout the rest of the brain. Classifying the types of RGCs and characterising their re-

sponses to various light stimuli is fundamental to developing this understanding. Until re-

cently5, attempts to classify RGCs based on their electrophysiological response alone revealed7

only a few distinct types. Recent improvements8 in recording technologies now allows for

spike responses from thousands of neurons to be captured simultaneously. These large-scale

recordings present9,10 unique computational and analytical challenges that require the devel-

opment of new data processing pipelines.

1.2 Objectives

The objective of this project is to examine the possibility of using unsupervised clustering al-

gorithms on RGC spike data to group RGCs based on their physiological responses. This work

is performed with the aim to improve our understanding of how and whether such techniques

can be used to distinguish RGC types, and how the results obtained compare with the RGC

types established4 and reported recently5,11–13.

1.3 Results

A novel approach to clustering RGCs is developed based on spike distances. As part of this

approach, the performance of five different methods of clustering is evaluated using a syn-

thetically generated dataset of RGC spike trains. The results demonstrate that the methods

using the parameter-free spike distances compare favourably to clusterings based on feature

vectors, especially in the presence of low to medium levels of noise. On recorded RGC data,

the method is able to distinguish many distinct RGC types, and group the cells based on their

response properties. No work reported to date has attempted to apply spike distance meas-

ures for the automated classification of sensory neurons. Although this approach does not

currently provide clustering results that match exactly the classicala definition of RGC types,

the results achieved are obtained using recordings from a single retina only, as opposed to the

50 employed for the most recent comprehensive survey5 of RGC types.

aSee Sanes & Masland for a discussion4 of what should constitute a distinct type.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 The retina

2.1.1 Overview

The retina captures and processes visual signals in three main stages: (1) the photoreceptor

layer which consists of rods and cones, (2) the inner layers housing horizontal, amacrine, and

bipolar cells, and finally (3) the ganglion cell layer whose axonal projection forms the optic

nerve. Figure 2.1a shows a vertically sliced section from the retina of a transgenic mouse line,

with cells coloured using fluorescent protein markers, whilst Figure 2.1b is a schematic repres-

entation of the retinal functional circuitry. Within the inner layers the various interneurons

stratify at different levels (see Figure 2.2a), and we shall shortly see how this helps create a di-

verse set of parallel channels. Remarkably, retinal neurons are tiny when compared to neurons

from the cortex (Figure 2.2b) and the entire retina is only about 200 µm thick2.

The rod photoreceptors, specialised for vision in low light conditions, are a recent evolu-

tionary addition2 and outnumber cones by about 20 to 1 and yet, the cone circuitry dominates

most of the retina. In addition, the rods possess only a single type of light sensitive pigment,

whereas different opsins in the cones result in varying spectral sensitivity and thus colour vis-

ion. In the mouse, there are two types of cones3, which are either sensitive mostly to green

and UV light or UV light alone. These cones are unevenly distributed across the retinal surface,

forming a gradient ofmostlyUVsensitive photoreceptors fromthe ventral/nasal side tomostly

green sensitive photoreceptors on the dorsal/temporal side. Horizontal cells (HCs) span a re-

latively wide area directly next to the photoreceptors, and, upon receiving information about

the average level of illumination, both directly from photoreceptors and via electrical gap junc-

tions betweenHCs, pass inhibitory feed-back to the photoreceptors thus, keeping their output

within ‘operating range’ of the bipolar cells2.

All photoreceptors hyperpolarise in response to light and pass this graded electric potential

3



a b

Figure 2.1. Overall structure of the retina: Visual processing in the retina is done in three main stages.
The wide variety of cell types in the inner retina drive the diverse functional types of
retinal ganglion cells (RGCs). (a) The layers of the retina, seen here from a vertical slice
taken from the retina of a transgenicmouse. The colours observed are derived fromfluor-
escent proteinmarkers that were used to label the cells. Encircled, and in white, is an ON
bipolar cell. Figure adapted fromRef. 2. (b)A schematic representation of the functional
circuit shows how amacrine and bipolar cells (ACs and BCs in figure) stratify within dif-
ferent levels of the inner plexiform layer, making contact with ON and OFF RGCs. The
horizontal cells (HCs in figure) modulate the input received by BCs from the rods and
cones. Figure adapted from Ref. 3.

a b

Figure 2.2. Stratification in the inner retina and the comparative size of retinal neurons: (a)Themorpho-
logies of twoOFF and one ON bipolar cell (BC) are shown in a 3-D reconstruction. All the
BCs sample from a nearly identical set of cones (top, not shown), each stratifying in a dif-
ferent level of the inner plexiform layer. Taken from Ref. 2. (b)The BC from Figure 2.1a
(circled in red) is shown next to a cortical pyramidal cell, demonstrating the relatively
small scale of the retina. Adapted from Ref. 2.
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through chemical synapses onto several types of bipolar cells (BCs), thus forming parallel sig-

nalling pathways immediately after the first synapse. Fourteen types of BCs have been identi-

fied14 inmice, mostly through their protein expression3, and eachmakes contact with about 5–

10 cones, some exclusively with those expressing a single opsin, while others are non-selective.

The exceptions are the rod BCs, of which there is only a single type in the mouse, which only

receive inputs from rods. The cone BCs all have synapses directly with RGCs, though these

are mediated by amacrine cells (ACs), whereas the rod BCs do not connect directly to RGCs

but instead are linked via a special interneuron: the AII amacrine cell. Owing to different re-

ceptors in each, all BCs belong to one of two broad types: either ON or OFF. The OFF BCs

are hyperpolarised by the photoreceptors’ glutamate release whereas the ON BCs are depol-

arised by it. The ON and OFF BCs also connect with RGCs in different layers of the inner

plexiform layer (IPL), as shown in Figures 2.1b and 2.2a. Just as the ON/OFF division is cre-

ated by two classes of glutamate receptors, these receptors exhibit variations within each type

that also affect the temporal response properties of BCs, and together with three3 other key

mechanisms are responsible for the diversity of BC types: (1) different levels of expression of

voltage-gated channels affect conductance and thus electrical signal propagationa; (2) vesicle

pools at the axon terminal of BCs (connecting to RGCs) can be rapidly depleted by sustained de-

polarisation, thus leading to varying temporal responses; and (3) inhibitory inputs, mediated

by ACs that are both feed-back and feed-forward, and significantly affect the spatial and tem-

poral response properties. Regarding the last point, a recent study14 has demonstrated that

these inhibitory connections decorrelate the visual signal starting with the second synapse,

further contributing to the efficient coding hypothesis15: i.e. that neurons “send only what is

needed”b. These ~50–60 different types16 of ACs are crucial for modulating the outputs of BCs

onto RGCs, and thus creating a diverse population of the latter. ACs fall into two3 broad cat-

egories: narrow-field and wide-field ACs. However, each type appears2,16 to have very specific

functions, ranging from promoting direction selectivity in RGCs, to contextual effects such as

suppressing motion induced by eye saccade movements.

Finally, an important characteristic shared amongst all cell types in the retina is their spa-

tial distribution relative to other cells of the same type. Whilst the density of different cell

types can vary across the retina, cells of different types appear2,17 to be randomly arranged

with respect to each other; moreover, cells of the same type tend to avoid being close to each

other, thus creating a mosaic of cells across the retinal surface. A simulated example is shown

in Figure 2.3. Additionally, the spacing observed between cells of the same type depends2

on the size of their receptive field (RF): the area to which they exhibit a response. Generally,

aMost BCs donot spike and instead exhibit a graded voltage response; aswithmost “rules” in biology, however,
there are exceptions and a few BCs have been found to emit spikes3.

bSterling & Laughlin (Ref. 1) provide an excellent, comprehensive, and recent account of the efficient coding
hypothesis.
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Figure 2.3. Random andmosaic spacing: The distribution of two cell types (in blue and orange) is illus-
trated. On the left for a (uniform) random arrangement for both cells. The figure on the
right shows amosaic spacing where cells of the same type tend to be separated from each
other, but are placed randomly with respect to different types.

therefore, the larger the RF of a cell type, the further the spacing between cells of the same

type. This relationship creates a tiling of minimal overlap, thereby reducing redundant com-

putation whilst maintaining a rich visual representation, which the RGCs transmit to the rest

of the brain.

Even though the retina is one of the most3 studied and well-understood regions of the

nervous system, large parts of the puzzle remain to be solved. Fully cataloguing the types

of RGCs and their response characteristics, and thus also the signal sent to the brain, is the

subject of active research4, the results of which have implications not only for our understand-

ing of the retina itself, but also18 for understanding how the rest of the brain processes visual

information.

2.1.2 Classification of retinal ganglion cells

The identification and classification of RGCs has typically4 relied on characteristics other than

their electrophysiological response: their morphology (shape, size, layer of stratification in

the IPL), gene expression, and spacing across the retinal surface (mosaic spacing and tiling of

RFs). To date, the classification of RGCs based solely on their functional response has been

limited by the fact that the signals recorded from individual cells cannot be easily matched to

genetic or anatomical features. Instead, electrophysiological recordings have been used4,16 to

discover new types by recording from just a few neurons at a time, whilst studies that aim for a

comprehensive catalogue of RGC types have relied on cell morphology and genetics to identify

them. Figure 2.4 plots the number of distinct RGC types reported by numerous studies that

have attempted large-scale classification of RGCs. It is only recently5,7,19 that classification

based solely on RGCs’ functional characteristics has been successful.
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Figure 2.4. Reported number of distinct retinal ganglion cell (RGC) types: The number of distinct RGC
types reported in selected studies since 2002. Only the studies that attempted to compre-
hensively classify RGCs were included, and themethod by which they achieved the result
is colour-coded.
Pre-2010: Researchers used a variety of techniques that identified cell morphology to dis-
cover distinct RGC types (data from Ref. 16).
2011: Farrow & Masland7 were the first to use only physiological data (obtained from a
micro-electrode array). The authors acknowledge that there are far more cell types than
they report, but their contribution was an important one, i.e. demonstrating that RGCs
can be classified based on their electrophysiological response alone.
2015: From a review4, the source of individual incremental results was not researched.
2016: Baden et al.5 used two-photon Ca2+ imaging to capture the relative firing rate of
RGCs and unsupervised clustering to identify distinct RGC types.
2018: Rheaume et al.6 used genetic expression data with a hierarchical clustering al-
gorithm (see Section 2.4.1) to identify 40 types.

Farrow & Masland used7 a micro-electrode array (MEA, see Section 2.2) to record the elec-

trical responses of RGCs from the mouse when presented with four different monochromatic

light stimuli of uniform luminosity (a random checker-board pattern, amoving square of fixed

size, light spots of varying sizes, and a rectangular bar moving in eight different directions).

The authors computed 12 features based on the response spike trainsc; moreover, based on

empirical and intuitive choices, chose 5 to use as features for unsupervised clustering (see Sec-

tion 2.4). The features used were the cells’ ON-OFF bias index, response latency, transience

index, RF index, anddirection selectivity (DS) index (discussed in Section 3.2.1). Through their

analysis Farrow &Masland found that the RGCs were consistently grouped into 12 functional

types. Whilst the number of distinct RGC types they report is lower than that reported by

previous studies16, the authors acknowledge that the true number is likely to be higher. In ad-

dition, they were the first to demonstrate that distinct RGC types can be distinguished based

exclusively on their functional response.

In a more recent study5, Baden et al. used two-photon Ca2+ imaging to infer the relative

spike rates of RGCs in the mouse. Also using unsupervised clustering, they were able to group

RGCs into 32 distinct types based on their physiological response alone. Thus, reconciling

cA sequence of events in time, marking the occurrence of stereotyped action potentials, or spikes.
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Figure 2.5. Functional clustering of RGC types: A few examples of the functional RGC clusters repor-
ted5 recently by Baden et al. The authors identified 32 distinct groups of RGCs from 49
clusters obtained through unsupervised clustering (see Section 2.4). For each cluster, the
shaded colour areas show themean Ca2+ response of the cluster to various stimuli, which
are discussed in Section 2.3.1. All the clusters shown here are for OFF cell types, as evid-
enced by the strong response to the decrease in light amplitude after the first flash in the
‘chirp’ stimuli. Figure adapted from Baden et al. (Ref. 5).

Farrow & Masland’s earlier attempt with results4 from anatomical classification, which sug-

gested that around 20–30 types exist. Some examples of the clusters identified are shown in

Figure 2.5. Additionally Baden et al. identified two novel RGC types and validated this nov-

elty, along with their clustering results, using anatomical data and genetic markers. Finally,

the authors suggest that based on their analysis of the coverage factor for the identified types,

the actual number of RGC types is “substantially above 32, probably as high as 40”. Interest-

ingly, themost recent comprehensive study6 found 40 distinct RGC types by clustering genetic

expression data.

The recent work by Baden et al. constitutes the most recent and complete functional classi-

fication of RGCs performed to date. Their results and methods informs the work carried out

herein and are discussed throughout the remainder of this text.

2.2 Micro-electrode arrays

Simultaneously capturing the activity of a population of neurons enables breakthroughs that

are simply not possible10 on the single neuron level and is essential to developing a systems

neuroscience that examines large scale interactions. In 2011, it was reported9 that recent stud-

ies were recording from ~200–300 neurons simultaneously, and that the number was doubling

every ~7 years since the 1960s. This trend has since accelerated, and it is now possible8 to

record from thousands of neurons simultaneously using dense multi-channel micro-electrode

arrays (MEAs, Figure 2.6). Compared to optical techniques, MEAs provide vastly superior tem-

8



Figure 2.6. TheBioCAMX BioChip: Amicro-electrode array (MEA) consisting of 4,096 electrodes laid
out in a 64 × 64 grid. A pitch of 42 µm between the electrodes is visible in the top-right
electron microscope image. Bottom-right shows a mouse retina placed on the MEA.
Figure taken from 3 Brain GmbH (Ref. 20), which was adapted from Maccione et al.
(Ref. 25).

poral resolutiond and precise electrical activity down to the waveform of each action potential,

as opposed to inferring a spike rate of poor temporal resolution, such as that acquired when

using calcium imaginge.

A disadvantage ofMEAs is that they cannot be used readily with optical imaging techniques

that reveal the anatomical and genetic identity of recorded neurons, which is where calcium

imaging, the technique used5 by Baden et al., excels. Although, recent work has sought to

overcome these challenges, and researchers have reported22 successfully combining MEA re-

cordings with high resolution optical imaging.

These advances, which enable large scale recordings, generate an unprecedented amount of

data9, thus creating unique challenges23 for data analysis. However, recent improvements8 in

automated spike sorting, i.e. the process of isolating extracellularly recorded action potentials

and assigning them to individual neurons, has allowed24 researchers to exploit the wealth of

new data.

2.3 Data and stimuli

Experimental procedures and data acquisition were performed prior to the start of the project

as part of previously reported8,24,26 work. The raw data was pre-processed via spike sorting,

and Python code to load the processed data and stimuli timing information was kindly made

available by Dr Gerrit Hilgen (Newcastle University) and Dr Matthias H. Hennig (University

of Edinburgh).

dUp to 18 kHz when using the BioCAM X20, see Figure 2.6.
eEven recent improvements21 require time bins of at least 17ms for an average correlation of 0.4 with the elec-

trophysiological response, which was deemed to be the minimum acceptable level. A correlation of 0.8 required
time bins of 500ms, which is much longer than the response time scale of the retina.

9



2.3.1 The stimuli

The stimuli used across the dataset was not identical, but all had at least two of the key ‘core’

stimuli: a full-field flash and a full-field chirp. Both are ‘full-field’ and thus subject the entire

retina to the same stimulus. The full-field flash consists of 2 s of full luminance white light,

followed by 2 s of darkness. This stimuli was always repeated 30 times. The chirp starts with

two colour flashes, one green and one blue, with a short period of darkness in between. This

is followed by two sinusoidal patterns, the first increasing in frequency, and the second in

amplitude. These two stimuli are essentially those used5 by Baden et al., albeit grouped and

named slightly differently. The full-field flash and frequency modulations (chirp) are effective

at characterising the cell’s polarity (ON/OFF), timescale, and response to frequency and con-

trast modulations. The colour flashes evoke the cells’ chromatic preferences, and is thus useful

to further characterise their preference (or lack of it) to colour-specific circuits. Both Baden

et al.5 and Franke et al.14 have had great success characterising both RGCs and BCs. Other stim-

uli that are present in most recordings are moving bars and gratings, and ‘shifted white noise’

(SWN) as described24 by Hilgen et al.. The moving bars are used to evoke direction and orient-

ation selectivity in the cells, whereas the SWN probes their spike-triggered average (STA) and

receptive field (RF) size. Only the full-field flash and chirp stimuli are used for clustering, as

every neuron needs to get the same stimulus in order to cluster them based on their stimuli

induced response.

These stimuli strike a balance between being easy to interpret and evoking a wide range of

cell responses. However, asMaslandnotes27 in an commentary onFranke et al.’s recent14 work:

“it is widely thought that visual scenes similar to those that would be encountered in the wild

would be appropriate. But there is no agreement on how tomeaningfully analyse responses to

such stimuli”. So whilst the stimuli have proved successful, there is certainly plenty of room

for improvement. Masland suggests that we “think hard” to find solutions.

2.4 Clustering algorithms

In the context ofmachine learning, clustering algorithms28 aremethods that are used to group

objects based on their similarities or differences. Often referred to as unsupervised cluster-

ing, since most often no “ground truth” is known about the objects being grouped; this is in

contrast to supervised machine learning techniques that use labelled objects to train models,

which are then used to predict labels (or values) for new previously unseen objects. Clustering

algorithms take two forms of inputs: either a distance matrix or a number of features for each

object. They also have two types of outputs: either a flat clustering or a hierarchical clustering.

Based on Murphy (Ref. 28, Chapter 25), these are discussed below. A distance (or dissim-

ilarity) matrix assigns a value to each pair of objects signifying how ‘far’ they are from each

10



other, and for 𝑁 objects, is an 𝑁 × 𝑁 matrix (or a vector of length (𝑁2 ), for a condensed rep-

resentation). Using a distance matrix has the advantage that any metric space can be used

to compute the distances, including domain-specific metrics that may be more applicable and

could yield better results. A similarity matrix can also be used as it is trivial to convert from

one to the other.

Feature vectors consist of scalar values, one for for each feature or dimension𝐷 of an object,

and a feature matrix is simply an 𝑁 × 𝐷 matrix for a set of 𝑁 objects. Algorithms that use

featurematrices as inputs will either implicitly or explicitly use ametric space, most commonly

Euclidean space. This works well when the number of dimensions is small, but as the number

of dimensions increases, the Euclidean distance may no longer be appropriatef.

Finally, the result of a flat clustering is a disjoint set of partitions into which objects are

grouped. By contrast, with hierarchical clustering, the result is a nested tree of partitions,

starting from a single group containing all the objects down to a partition for each individual

object. Flat clusterings are usually faster to compute than hierarchical clustering, and thus

the choice of algorithm depends on the amount and type of data, as well as the domain. For

example, if wewanted to cluster objects that have no clear taxonomy, e.g. grouping rooms from

multiple homes based on their type (bedroom, kitchen, etc.), then flat clustering makes sense

and a hierarchical structure would be contrived. However, in the case of RGCs, there are broad

types and a hierarchy4–6 of sub-types, whether it be derived from the cells’ anatomy, layer of

stratification, genetic expression or physiological response, and thus, RGCs are a natural fit

for hierarchical clustering. Finally, the results from hierarchical clustering are more readily

interpretable, and decisions as to the ‘true’ number of (flat) clusters can be deferred until after

the initial clustering is complete, allowing for subject specific expertise when evaluating the

results instead of an objective function. This is especially important given the difficulty of

evaluating what constitutes a ‘good’ clustering result, as will be described in more detail in

Section 2.4.2.

2.4.1 Hierarchical clustering

To build up a tree of partitions, hierarchical clustering algorithms use28 two main approaches,

namely, building up clusters from smaller clusters (agglomerative clustering) or successively

breaking the dataset into smaller clusters (divisive clustering). Since the Python library SciPy

implements only agglomerative clustering, the more popular of the two methods, the discus-

sion in this work is limitedg to this approach.

To form a tree, agglomerative clustering starts by assigning each object to its own cluster;

fSee Murphy (Ref. 28, Section 1.4.3) for a discussion on how the ‘curse of dimensionality’ affects Euclidean
distances.

gIt is beyond the scope of this project to comprehensively document and assess every clustering algorithm;
the goal remains to cluster RGCs, not develop implementations.
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subsequently, it builds these up into ever larger clusters by successfullymerging smaller clusters.

The key to deciding which clusters are merged is the linkage method, which determines the

distance between two clusters based on the distance between individual objects within the

clusters. The distance between objects can be pre-computed using any metric, or as is the

case with SciPy, the implementation will default to use the Euclidean distance if no metric is

specified. I will now briefly present some of the linkage methods that the SciPy open-source

community have implemented.

Single link Uses the minimum distance 𝑑𝑖,𝑗 between any two points in clusters 𝐺 and 𝐻 :

𝑑(𝐺, 𝐻) = min
𝑖∈𝐺,𝑗∈𝐻

𝑑𝑖,𝑗 (2.1)

The pair of clusters (𝐺, 𝐻) with the shortest distance 𝑑(𝐺, 𝐻) between them is merged and

the distances between the clusters are recomputed. Theprocess continues until there is a single

top-level cluster. The single linkage method can tend to form clusters with large differences

between objects since it only evaluates the two closest objects when considering amerge, while

ignoring all other objects within the two clusters.

Complete link Similar to the single linkagemethod, but uses themaximumdistance between

clusters:

𝑑(𝐺, 𝐻) = max
𝑖∈𝐺,𝑗∈𝐻

𝑑𝑖,𝑗 (2.2)

As opposed to single linkage, a complete linkage tends to produce compact clusters.

Average link A compromise between single and complete linkage, which uses the average

distance between all pairs:

𝑑(𝐺, 𝐻) = 1
|𝐺||𝐻| ∑

𝑖∈𝐺
∑
𝑗∈𝐻

𝑑𝑖,𝑗 (2.3)

Furthermore, there are three other methods, not discussed here, that operate on the same

principle as the average linkage; that is, they all seek to compute the distances between some

“centre” of the two candidate clusters tomerge. These are weighted, centroid, andmedian link-

age methods. Instead, I refer the reader to the SciPy documentation and a paper by Müllner

for the comparison29 of the performance of different implementations.

Ward’s minimum variance Acts to minimise the variance between all objects within a

cluster. It generally assumes that distances are Euclidean; however, this method works29 just
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Figure 2.7. Anexample dendrogram: Hierarchical clustering and the average linkingmethodwere used
to create a dendrogram from the iris flower dataset30. The leaves of the tree correspond
to the individual data points, and the merging branches indicate which original objects
or clusters were merged. The heights of the upside down ‘U-shaped’ links indicate the
distances between the newly created clusters and the two sub-clusters from which they
were created. In this example, the base colours represent the three types of iris flowers
present in the dataset, which are blended together proportionally to colour the branches.
The dotted black horizontal line shows one possible position at which the dendrogram
can be cut, to give four flat clusters.

as well when the distances are not Euclidean. Ward linkage computes the increase in the sum

of squared distance that would result by merging two clusters 𝐺 and 𝐻 :

𝑑(𝐺, 𝐻) = ∑
𝑘∈(𝐺∪𝐻)

𝑑2
𝑘,𝑚(𝐺∪𝐻) − ∑

𝑖∈𝐺
𝑑2

𝑖,𝑚(𝐺) − ∑
𝑗∈𝐻

𝑑2
𝑗,𝑚(𝐻) (2.4)

where 𝑑2 is the squared distance and 𝑚(𝐶) is the centre of cluster 𝐶.

Thus, agglomerative clustering iteratively builds up a tree of clusters using the chosen link-

age method, and the resulting hierarchy can be visualised using a dendrogram. An example

is shown in Figure 2.7 which uses the iris flower dataset30 which consists of labelled anatom-

ical measurements from three different iris species. A dendrogram shows all the mergers of

clusters and the distances between each merged cluster and the two original clusters. It is a

useful way of obtaining an overview of how well separated the hierarchy is and provides an

indication as to how many flat clusters the data can be grouped into.

A heuristic often used28 to determine the ‘correct’ number of flat clusters is to use the

dendrogram as a means of finding the level at which the distances between merged clusters

grow substantially, as this may indicate that two disjoint sets of data are now being grouped

into a single cluster. Using the example in Figure 2.7, one can pick the level at 1.5 (black dot-

ted line in Figure 2.7) as the cutoff point, since it exhibits a jump in distances between the

merged clusters. This cutoff level would result in a flat clustering consisting of four groups.

We could just as well have chosen a cutoff that is below the last link, say at 3.0, leading to

only two clusters. Since we know the ground truth data in this case, and have colour coded

the dendrogram accordingly, we know that neither solution is perfect. In fact, based on the
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outcome of the hierarchical clustering shown in Figure 2.7, there is no perfect clustering pos-

sible. Given that the iris flower dataset is often used as a canonical example of data that is

hard to completely separate in the machine learning literature, this result is not particularly

surprising.

Finally, itmust be said that agglomerative clustering, and for thatmatter divisive clustering

too, is purely based on heuristics and does not optimise an objective function. However, as we

shall see in the next section, a good objective function for unlabelled data is hard to come by.

Nevertheless, a more principled approach is to use Bayesian hierarchical clustering31; which

defines a probabilistic model as the basis of evaluating which cluster an object should belong

to rather than an ad-hoc heuristic. Most interestingly, the probabilistic framework delivers

model-based results that tell us how deep the tree should be, informing us from what point

onwards further divisions would be excessive. Unfortunately, this approach was not explored

herein, and is the subject of future work.

2.4.2 Evaluating clustering quality

“The validation of clustering structures is the most difficult and frustrating part

of cluster analysis. Without a strong effort in this direction, cluster analysis will

remain a black art accessible only to those true believers who have experience and

great courage.” — Jain and Dubes, 1988 [quoted in Ref. 28, Section 25.1.2]

Evaluating the results of a clustering algorithm is not as straightforward as it is for binary

classificationproblems32, where one can easily count thenumber of errors and evaluate the pre-

cision, recall, and the harmonic mean of both, the F-score. There are two avenues by which the

result of a clustering algorithm can be evaluated: (1) external criteria: by comparing the results

to some known “ground truth” clustering, and (2) internal criteria: by measuring how similar

samples within the same cluster are to each other. Whilst external criteria generally require

ground truth clustering, the symmetric measures, such as the adjusted mutual information

discussed below, can each be used33 as a consensus measure between independent clustering

results.

Murphy (Ref. 28, Section 25.1.2) discusses some external measures, but brushes off the in-

ternal ones as being of “limited use” in most circumstances. Here, the measures implemented

by the Python scikit-learn package are presented and discussed. The package documenta-

tion32 describes eachmeasure in detail and provides references to the original literature. There-

fore, I invite the reader to consult this work should they wish to pursue this topic further.
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2.4.2.1 External clustering quality measures

Note: which score is the most relevant for clustering RGCs?

Figure 2.8 illustrates three straightforward scenarios that have a different clustering result to

some “ground truth” labels (as shown in Figure 2.8a). Before I describe each of the scores, it is

worth asking what constitutes “good” and “bad” clusterings in the context of RGCs, so let us

suppose for a moment that we have ground truth labels for RGCs and think about the three

different scenarios. Are any of the three results in Figures 2.8b to 2.8d acceptable? If so, which

ones?

a. The “ground truth” clustering clockwise from top-
right: prime numbers, all other numbers, letters ex-
cept vowels, vowels.

b. In this clustering, the prime numbers have been
grouped together with all other numbers.

c. Here the two occurrences of the letter ‘a’ have been
put into their own cluster.

d. This clustering has the same four groups as the ori-
ginal shown in (a), but a vowel and consonant have
been swapped around (letters in red).

Figure 2.8. Intuitively understanding external cluster quality measures: Starting from a “ground truth”
clustering in (a), three common clustering errors are presented across (b-d) Figures 2.8b
to 2.8d. Table 2.1 evaluates how each of the three scenarios (b-d) scores in the various
external clustering quality measures.

In Figure 2.8b, prime numbers are clustered together with other numbers, and in the con-

text of RGCs this would be akin to clustering two ON sub-types into the same cluster. Whilst

this is not conductive to discovering new sub-types or confirming the number of sub-types, it

is an acceptable result where the units are physiologically quite similar. However, this example

also applies to another equivalent scenario: e.g. if the prime numbers were clustered together

with the vowels. This would be like clustering an ON sub-type together with an OFF sub-type.

Whilst technically the same type of amalgamation, in the context of RGCs, the latter becomes

unacceptable. Thus, if one accepts an implicit hierarchical tree structure for RGCs, the act of

collapsing clusters into larger ones is a minor problem if the clusters are leaves in the same

part of the sub-tree, but an increasing concern the further away in the tree the two clusters

originate from.

In the second example, shown in Figure 2.8c, an additional “sub-cluster” has been created
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that is not present in the original; this sub-cluster includes two vowels, and is thus consistent

with the notion of separating vowels from consonants, but has been separated from the other

vowels. When the data set is small and easily interpretable, such as the letters and numbers

used here, it is easy to spot this extra cluster and manually associate it with the vowels cluster.

However, when dealing with larger data sets in high-dimensions, such as RGC responses, even

a few spurious extra clusters require careful and diligent study to ascertain whether they are

truly a distinct type or merely an artefact of unsupervised clustering. Thus, to have readily

interpretable results from clustering RGCs, this situation should be avoided.

Finally, Figure 2.8d demonstrates a much more clear cut scenario: two elements belonging

to the wrong cluster. Whilst a few mixed up units that are of similar type will have a small

affect on the mean response of an RGC type identified through clustering, excessive mistakes

such as these are not desirable.

For each of the clustering evaluation metrics described below, their scores for the three

scenarios depicted in Figures 2.8b to 2.8d are given in Table 2.1. In all cases, a score of 1.0
implies a “perfect” clustering according to that measure.

Rand index The Rand index uses the true/false negatives/positives to measure how similar

two clusterings are to each other, and can be seen as the fraction of correct clustering choices28.

A drawback of this index is that even a random clustering will very rarely lead to a score of zero,

so instead a more commonly used measure is the Adjusted Rand index (ARI), which accounts

for this issue and random clusterings will typically yield a score close to zero.

Mutual information There are several information theoretic measures based on the mu-

tual information of clusters within a result set. The most applicable is the Adjusted mutual

information (AMI), which is normalised to be bounded with range [0, 1] and adjusted for ran-

dom clustering. See Vinh et al. for a discussion33 and comparison of information theoretic

measures for clustering quality evaluation.

Homogeneity, completeness andV-measure Homogeneity refers to the casewhere every

cluster only contains samples from a single class. Hence, in Figure 2.8c, the extra cluster con-

taining two “a”s is still homogeneous as it only contains vowels, and hence has a score of 1.0
in Table 2.1. A clustering is considered complete when every sample from a particular class is

assigned to the same cluster. Thus, when all the numbers are clustered into a single cluster in

Figure 2.8b, the completeness score is still 1.0. Whilst neither of these metrics is symmetric,

the V-measure, which is the harmonic mean of the two, is symmetric. These metrics are very

useful as they are easy to interpret in an intuitive manner; however, they are not normalised

for chance and can thus have relatively high scores when the number of clusters is close to the
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Table 2.1. External clustering quality scores computed for the three scenarios depicted in Fig-
ures 2.8b to 2.8d.

Combined clusters Extra cluster Swapped samples
(Figure 2.8b) (Figure 2.8c) (Figure 2.8d)

Adjusted Rand index 0.87 0.85 0.70
Adjusted mutual information 0.81 0.83 0.75

Homogeneity score 0.83 1.00 0.80
Completeness score 1.00 0.87 0.80

V-measure 0.91 0.93 0.80
Fowlkes-Mallows score 0.91 0.89 0.78

number of samples, even for a random clustering. This effect becomes negligible32 when the

number of samples is one or two orders of magnitude higher than the number of clusters.

Fowlkes-Mallows score This score is similar to the F-score used in binary classification

problems, and represents the geometric mean of the precision and recall; compared to to the

F-score, however, the precision and recall of each pair of samples between the ground truth

clustering and the predicted clustering is evaluated. The Fowlkes-Mallows score gives scores

close to 0 for a random labelling, but is not symmetric.

2.4.2.2 Internal clustering quality measures

The advantage with the external quality measures is that none of them have any implicit as-

sumptions about the shape of clusters, and are based solely onwhat is considered to be ground

truth. In practice, however, it is rare to have labelled data and this is where internal quality

measures can be useful. These use a distance measure to determine how close samples within

a cluster are, and how far clusters are from each other. The disadvantage with this approach

is that it places implicit structural assumptions on what constitutes good clustering: (a) the

further (according to the distance measure) individual clusters are from each other, the better

the clustering, and (b) the closer samples within clusters are to each other (in the space defined

by the distancemeasure), the better the clustering. These assumptions promote dense clusters

that are well separated in metric space, and thus discourages clusters that lie on a manifold.

In the case of RGCs, it would not be surprising if distinct types lie on such a manifold, mak-

ing internal quality measures of limited use. However, their ability to use any distance meas-

ure, subject to finding a good distancemeasure for RGC responses (as discussed in Section 3.3),

might mean that they have some applicability. The silhouette coefficient is evaluated on simu-

lated data in Section 4.1.

Two key internal quality measures are:
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Silhouette coefficient This measure is defined for each sample in a clustering result; it is

computed using the mean distances between a sample and other samples in the same cluster,

and those from the cluster nearest to it (but not the one it belongs to). The score bounded with

range [−1, 1] is thus an indicator of bothhowdense a sample’s cluster is andhowwell separated

it is from the next nearest cluster. The silhouette score of a clustering result is simply themean

score of all samples.

Calinski-Harabaz index Unlike the silhouette coefficient, this score cannot be calculated

for each sample. Instead, it computes the dispersion between and within all clusters, and is a

ratio of the two. It is unbounded, with a higher score implying better clustering, and therefore

not easily comparable across clustering results, especially if they use different distancemetrics.
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Chapter 3

Methods

3.1 Synthetically generated spike trains

As discussed in Section 2.4.2, internal quality measures have their place and use, but are of

limited value when considering clusterings not based on density (such as when points within

a class lie on a manifold). In such cases, it is valuable to have a ground truth labelling to make

use of external quality measures to evaluate the fidelity of a clustering result, choosing the

external qualitymeasure that bestmatches the specific domain requirements and expectations

from a clustering result.

Since the recorded RGCs do not have any such “ground truth” labelling, only the internal

clustering measures are directly applicablea. However, these measures impose implicit as-

sumptions about the structure of clusters, and, thus, are biased towards methods that create

density-based clusterings and of little use when comparing the clustering performance across

different methods. In order to objectively evaluate the clustering quality, synthetic RGC spike

trains, emulating eight known base types, were generated using a linear-nonlinear-Poisson

(LNP) model. In this chapter, the functioning of an LNP cascade model is first introduced,

followed by a discussion of the LNP model parameters that were used to generate synthetic

“ground truth” labelled data, and how these parameters were varied to create a large dataset

for the purposes of evaluating clustering performance across different methods.

Linear-nonlinear-Poissonmodels Functional neural models are typically used to capture

the stimulus-response function of neurons34, and are fitted to recorded neural response data,

either spike trains or a time-varying spike rate, and the resulting models are used to predict

the neurons’ responses to novel stimuli. The technique allows researchers to characterise neur-

aOne couldmanually assign labels using domain expertise, but this quickly becomes infeasible formany units,
is prone to errors, and may actually be incorrect as the field of RGC cell type classification is still a topic of active
research. Besides, our aim is to develop a largely automated method of cell type classification, not to carry out
manual low throughput annotations.
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ons based on limited experimental data only since the full stimulus space is too vast to fully

characterise the neural response. The LNP model is one such example of a functional neural

model that generates not a time-varying spike rate, but stochastic spike trains. This model es-

sentially consists of three components: (1) a linear filter (�⃗�) applied to recent stimulus history,

(2) an instantaneous non-linearity (𝑛) that transforms this into a spike rate (or probability),

and (3) a Poisson process that generates individual spikes. Themodel parameters are fitb to re-

corded neural activity, and the resulting linear and non-linear components give interpretable

information about the neuron’s response. The model’s predictive power can then also be eval-

uated by estimating the spike response of a neuron to some unseen stimuli and comparing the

predicted and actual response. It was first developed35 to characterise RGCs, and provides a

simple and robust framework for capturing non-linearities. The simplicity of thismodelmakes

it an ideal candidate to generate synthetic RGC spike trains using a “hand crafted” linear com-

ponent matched with a suitable non-linear function. The following sections describe how this

was performed, while alternative models are discussed in Section 3.1.4.

3.1.1 Creating the linear-nonlinear-Poisson model

3.1.1.1 The stimuli

In order to create a model that is simple enough to easily reason about and modulate, a one

dimensional stimuli spacewas chosen that can vary in intensity over time, but not in space and

colour frequency. Whilst RGCs are sensitive to location, colour, and movements, it is more

challenging to manually create the appropriate diversity of receptive fields for such stimuli

spaces without fitting the model to existing data. Furthermore, the chirp and full-field flash

stimuli described in Section 2.3.1 provide plenty of scope to create several artificial RGC types,

and effectively capture the temporal dynamics of different RGC types.

Initially, a stimulus domain of [0, 1] was used; however, numerically this resulted in poor

responses for the OFF type RFs, which are not constrained to positive values (see next section

on how the RF and stimuli are convolved). A domain of [−1, 1] matches that of the RF filters

and worked well. The timings of the stimuli were similar to those used on the mouse retina,

except there was no colour flash as part of the chirp, and there was no separation between

the full-field flash and chirp. The stimulus regime 𝑠(𝑡) was as follows: starting in the dark

(𝑠 = −1) for 1.5 s, after which there is a 2 s full intensity (𝑠 = 1) ‘full-field’ flash, followed

by 2 s of darkness (𝑠 = −1). The light level is subsequently held at a midpoint ‘grey’ value

(𝑠 = 0) for 2 s before initiating the frequency and amplitude modulations. These modulations

are modelled using sin curves, the former with increasing frequency (Equation 3.1) and the

latter with increasing intensity (Equation 3.2), each for 5 s with half-intensity ‘grey’ (𝑠 = 0)
bSee either Chichilnisky (Ref. 35) or Meyer et al. (Ref. 34) for details on how model fitting is performed.
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Figure 3.1. Stimulus waveform for LNPmodel: The stimulus domain of [−1, 1] was chosen for numer-
ical convenience. The red and yellow circles show the relative maxima and minima found
using Matlab’s findpeaks function.

held for 2 s after each.

stim.chirp: freq.(𝑡𝑓) = sin(𝜋𝑡2
𝑓) (3.1)

stim.chirp: ampl.(𝑡𝑎) = 0.2𝑡 sin(3𝜋𝑡𝑎) (3.2)

In Equations 3.1 and 3.2, 𝑡𝑓 and 𝑡𝑎 are times within each of the respective stimuli relative

to their starting times. The resulting waveform is plotted in Figure 3.1 together with points

found using Matlab’s findpeaks function highlighted using red and orange circles. These

relative maxima and minima were later used for event-triggered spike distance computations

(Section 3.3).

3.1.1.2 The linear receptive field

The aim of using the LNP model was to create several distinct RGC types by “hand crafting” a

suitable RF for each type. Instead of choosing arbitrary “hand drawn” curves, a parametric ap-

proachwas chosen so thatmany variations of the same base RGC type could be simulated, thus

creating sufficiently large datasets to evaluate the clustering performance of various methods.

As there are two broad categories of RGCs (ON and OFF), if one adopts a simplifying assump-

tion that the OFF sub-types are ‘symmetric’ to the ON sub-types, then only RFs for ON sub-

types need to be created, and then negated to yield the equivalent OFF sub-types. The most

prominent distinctions between sub-types within ON/OFF RGCs, apart from their direction

selectivity which is not under consideration here because of the choice of stimuli space, are

their fast/slow and transient/sustained temporal characteristics. Choosing these as the prop-

erties to model yields a total of eight RGC types, four ON and four OFF, and would require

two parameters to alter the temporal properties of the RF (one for fast/slow, and another for

transient/sustained).

Dayan & Abbott (Ref. 36, Chapter 2) explore several useful receptive field kernels for RGCs
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Figure 3.2. Parametric receptive field function: Plotting Equation 3.3 for various values of 𝑙 (length)
and 𝑣 (speed). In its direct form the result is an ON cell RF, but simply negating it yields
an equivalent OFF cell. Note that the time on the x-axis should be interpreted as time in
the past, and 𝑡 = 0 as the present. This presentation is correct as the RF is convolved
with the stimuli from Figure 3.1 to create the cell’s linear response. (a) Changing the
length parameter modulates over how much time the RF integrates the stimuli, and con-
sequently whether it is sensitive to lower or higher frequency modulations. A “long” RF
(e.g. green line, 𝑙 = 1.4) will average out high frequencies whereas a “short” one (e.g. blue
line, 𝑙 = 0.6) will be sensitive to them. (b)Thespeedmodulates the relative length of the
RF’s initial response comparedwith its later reversal. When𝑣 = 1 the two parts are equal
(yellow line on plot). Lower values shorten the initial response (e.g. blue line, 𝑣 = 0.6),
whereas higher values do the opposite whilst still maintaining the overall “length”.

andhigher visual processing areas in the spatial, temporal, and spatio-temporal domains. Their

aim is to describe kernels that adequately capture and predict the full response range of neur-

ons, and are usefulwhenperformingmodel fitting. These kernels havedetailed spatio-temporal

properties with parameters that control the size and temporal latency of the centre and sur-

round excitation/inhibition, the direction and orientation selectivity, and the overall temporal

time scale of the receptive field. However, none of the kernels described that lie solely in the

temporal domain have two or more parameters to control the temporal properties of the re-

ceptive field. Therefore, a function inspired by Gabor functions36 with two parameters (𝑙 and
𝑣) was used:

𝑘 (𝑡) = 𝒩 (𝑡, 0, 𝑙
2) sin(2𝜋 (𝑡

𝑙)
𝑣
) (3.3)

where 𝒩 is the Gaussian probability density function:

𝒩 (𝑥, 𝜇, 𝜎) = 1√
2𝜋𝜎2 exp [(𝑥 − 𝜇)2

2𝜎2 ] (3.4)

In Equation 3.3, 𝑙 is the “length” of the receptive field, and modulates over how much the

time the RF integrates the stimuli, whilst 𝑣 is the “speed”c that affects how quickly the cell
cNote that this nomenclature does not exactly match the names commonly used to describe RGC types. The
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responds to changes in the stimuli intensity. A “long” RF thus averages out high frequency

stimuli, whereas a “short” one is sensitive to high frequency stimuli. These parameters match1

well what is known about the retina’s information processing strategy. On the other hand, a

“fast” RF creates a cell that is more heavily weighed towards the initial response and results in

a short-lived peak response, whereas a “slow” RF does the opposite. Again, this fits4 well with

the transient and sustained RGC sub-types. These two parameters can thus be varied to create

RFs for ON cells with varying temporal properties, and negating it then yields OFF cells with

equivalent properties. The effects of changing parameters of the resulting RF is visualised in

Figure 3.2. Conveniently, the integral∫∞
0 𝑘(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 is constant for a fixed 𝑣. This propertywasnot

a design goal, but verified numerically using Matlab’s integration functions. This is relevant

because the linear response arises from convolving the RF with the stimuli, and so two RFs

with a different “length” but the same “speed” will have identical maximum linear response

magnitudes.

3.1.1.3 Parameter selection

The length and speed parameters of the RF function allow for several different cell types to be

expressed, but in order to keep the number of types relatively low and the distinction between

them clear, only two values for each of the parameters were chosen. The values were picked

by trial and error in conjunction with the non-linear component of the LNP model (discussed

next), until a satisfactory representation of four RGC sub-types was obtained.

A length of 1.0 yields an RF that has a time-course of about 1 s and was chosen for a “slow”

cell type that averages out high frequencies, whereas for a “fast” cell, a length value of 0.4 was

found to respond well to the varying frequency and intensity of the chirp stimulus. For the

speed, a value of 0.65 was used to produce a “transient” cell type where the response profile

quickly diminishes after stimulus onset, whereas a value of 1.2 produced a “sustained” cell type

where the spike rate holds steady for a longer duration after stimulus onset. Combining the

two length values (slow and fast), two speed values (transient and sustained), and theON/OFF

polarity yields eight distinct cell types: (1) ON slow transient, (2) ON slow sustained, (3) ON

fast transient, (4) ON fast sustained, (5) OFF slow transient, (6) OFF slow sustained, (7) OFF

fast transient, and (8) OFF fast sustained.

3.1.1.4 The non-linear component

As discussed in the description of the LNP model, the cell’s RF filter �⃗� is convolved with the

time-varying stimulus 𝑠(𝑡) to yield the cell’s linear response. This response is then passed

through a non-linear function 𝑛 which transforms the linear response into an instantaneous

naming used here is for the RF parameters and not the types of RGCs that can be simulated from this RF.
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Figure 3.3. Three candidate non-linear functions: The “half-sigmoid” (Equation 3.7) was chosen for the
non-linear component as it worked best across the RGC sub-types. It consists of the “first
half” of the S-shaped sigmoid function, thus its name. The ‘full’ sigmoid (Equation 3.5)
was found to be insufficiently steep for the high spike rates, and resulted in spike re-
sponses that saturated quickly. Finally, the exponential (Equation 3.6) can be modelled
to be very similar to the ‘half ’ sigmoid, but was not chosen as it was marginally worse,
purely on empirical basis.

spike rate. As the stimulus has a domain of [−1, 1], so does the linear response, and the non-

linear function can be chosen keeping this in mind. A requirement for the function was that

it should be easy to interpret and modify in terms of maximum and minimum spike rates.

The motivation behind this is that the maximum rate of neurons should be dictated by the

non-linearity, and a minimum rate is enforced to ensure that there is non-zero background

activity.

Initially, two candidate functions where considered, one in the form of a logistic sigmoid

(Equation 3.5) and the other an exponential function (Equation 3.6), both modified slightly

from their most common form to include terms that ensure that the output lies within the

desired range (maximum and minimum spike rates, 𝑟max and 𝑟min) for inputs in [−1, 1]. These

are:

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑟max − 𝑟min

1 + 𝑒−𝑐(𝑥−𝑥0) + 𝑟min (3.5)

𝑓(𝑥) = exp [(ln(𝑟max − 𝑟min) − 𝑐)𝑥 + 𝑐] + 𝑟min (3.6)

Empirically, the first “half” of a logistic sigmoid (Equation 3.7) was found to work well for

generating spike rates that are satisfactorily distinguished between the four RGC sub-types

modelled. It is very close to the exponential function above, but has a slightly faster decay to

the minimum spike rate 𝑟min:

𝑓(𝑥) = 2𝑟max − 𝑟min

1 + 𝑒−𝑐(𝑥−1) + 𝑟min (3.7)
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In all cases 𝑐 controls the ‘steepness’ of the function, and for Equation 3.5𝑥0 determineswhere

the S-shaped sigmoid reaches a midpoint. Equations 3.5 to 3.7 are plotted in Figure 3.3 with

parameters that result in similar profiles. The ‘full’ sigmoid saturates too quickly and does

not result in clear differences in spike rates between the transient and sustained types. The

‘half ’ sigmoid was found to be marginally better than the exponential curve based purely on

empirical observations; it is possible that suitably altering the parameters of the exponential

function could have worked just as well.

To match observations made in the recorded RGC spike trains, 𝑟min was set to 0.5, and 𝑟max

to 100. By changing 𝑐 and observing the effect on the different cell types, a value of 4.0 was

found to result in the most balanced spike rate response across all types, thus giving the non-

linear component for the LNP model:

𝑛(𝑟𝑙) = 2 × 100 − 0.5
1 + 𝑒−4(𝑟𝑙−1) + 0.5 (3.8)

where 𝑟𝑙 is the cell’s linear response.

3.1.1.5 Generating Poisson spike trains

Putting all the components together, it is possible to use the parameters described earlier to

construct an RF filter (�⃗�, Equation 3.3) for each cell type, convolve it with the stimulus to get

the cells’ linear response (𝑟𝑙), and pass this through the non-linear function (𝑛, Equation 3.8)

to yield an instantaneous spike rate. Finally, a Poisson process is used to generate discrete

spike events. The process was modelled using discrete time bins (𝑑𝑡) of 1ms. For each bin,

the probability of a spike given the instantaneous rate 𝑟 is then 𝑃(𝑠|𝑟) = 𝑟 × 𝑑𝑡. This spike

generation is repeated using the same rate function over a number of trials. The resulting

spike trains for the simulated cells, consisting of eight distinct types, are shown in Figure 3.4

together with each cell’s RF, the stimulus, linear response to the stimulus, and instantaneous

spike rate.

3.1.2 Generating the datasets

The code for generating spike trains was written inMatlab and output to text files in a format

that the Python library PySpike37 could parse readily. Each generated data file was annotated

with general comments describing the parameters used to generate it, but also each individual

spike train was preceded by a comment labelling the base cell type membership class and para-

meters that were used to generate it. The code in Python was written to parse these comments

and thus load a set of spike trains with known ground truth labels. Below are described the

methods used to generate a varied population of cells.
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Figure 3.4. Models for eight retinal ganglion cell types: For each of the eight cell types (a–h), rows from
top to bottom: (i) the receptive field (RF) of the cell; (ii) the stimulus (identical for a–h);
(iii) the linear response of the cell, computed by convolving the RF with the stimulus;
(iv) the spike rate obtained by passing the linear response through a non-linear function
(Equation 3.8); and (v) raster spike trains generated using a Poisson process.
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Figure 3.5. Variations in RF parameters: Each of the baseline RF parameters was varied by sampling
from a Gaussian distribution centred around the baseline value (and constrained to pos-
itive values). The standard deviation (𝜎) was varied as a percentage proportion of this
baseline value. In each of the plots the shaded area represents the standard deviation of
the resulting RFs for different percentage levels of 𝜎. See Sections 3.1.1.2 and 3.1.1.3 for
details on the RF function and baseline parameters.

3.1.2.1 Varying the RF parameters

To generate a population of each of the eight RGC types, each with slightly different RFs, the

baseline RF parameters for each of the types were varied. This was performed by sampling

from a Gaussian distribution centred around the baseline parameters, but constrained to pos-

itive numbers by taking the max (0, 𝑝) for each 𝑝 that was sampled, to avoid division by zero.

The standard deviation (𝜎) was set proportionally to the baseline value, and separate datasets

were generated with 𝜎 set to 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30% of each of the baseline parameters. The

effect of this variation is shown in Figure 3.5. Using identical RFs would have meant that the

Poisson spiking would be the only stochastic part of spike train generation and all units within

a type would have very similar responses. Varying the RF parameters allows the creation of

an artificial population of cells that better match the real life diversity of RGCs, and allows

for the clustering methods to be compared across different levels of RF parameter variation.

Another source of variations would be to modulate the parameters of the non-linear compon-

ent. Different spiking regimes could thus be simulated: a steeper non-linearity would affect

the difference between peak and sustained response, whereas 𝑟min and 𝑟max can modulate the

cell’sminimumandmaximumfiring rate. However, theRFparameter variationwas considered
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sufficient for the present work, and varying the non-linearity was not explored.

3.1.2.2 Varying the population mix

In the retina, the population is not evenly distributed4 between sub-types, with some types

being extremely rare. Moreover, the process of recording spikes with an MEA and subsequent

spike sorting may induce a bias in the sampling of the RGC population. Therefore, to ensure

the synthetic data accounts for these possibilities, the relative proportion of each sub-type,

the total number of units, and the number of trials for each units were varied, thus creating a

number of different datasets.

To assess the effect of the number of cells and the RF parameter variation, datasets were

created for each of 100, 200, 400 and 800 units using the five levels of RF variation discussed

above. This resulted in 20 datasets with an equal split between ON/OFF, fast/slow, and transi-

ent/sustained unit types.

To account for uneven population distributions, the percentage mix of units was altered.

The space of possible population variations was not comprehensively explored as this would

lead to a very large number of datasets; instead, when two mix values were altered, the third

was kept constant. Thus, three combinations of percentage mixes were altered: %-ON and

%-fast, %-ON and %-transient, and %-fast and %-transient. The counterparts (OFF, slow, and

sustained) are simply 1 − 𝑝, with 𝑝 being the mix proportion. The total number was kept at

200 to keep computationsd within a feasible time-frame, and the RF variation at 10%, as this

was found to provide a good baseline across the clustering methods evaluated. The three sets

of conditions used to generate the datasets were:

• %-ON from 30–70%, %-fast from 10–90%, and %-transient fixed at 50%.

• %-ON from 30–70%, %-transient from 10–90%, and %-fast fixed at 50%.

• %-transient from 30–70%, %-fast from 10–90%, and %-ON fixed at 50%.

All values were adjusted in increments of 10 percentage points. When accounting for overlap

between the conditions above, we get 120 distinct data sets. Together with the 20 described

earlier, this gives 140 datasets each with unique population characteristics.

Finally, eight datasets with variations in the number of trials were generated. However, as a

result of the stochastic nature of both the RF parameters and the spike generation process, the

differences in clustering performance between these datasetswere foundnot to be informative.

This was confirmed by regenerating the eight datasets several times, and observing that there

was no noticeable correlation between the number of trials and the clustering results. These

datasets were therefore excluded from any further analysis.
dWhilst a good implementation of agglomerative clustering should have a time complexity of 𝒪(𝑁2 log𝑁)

for 𝑁 objects (for details, see Ref. 28, Chapter 25), distances matrices require (𝑁2 ) distances to be computed.
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3.1.3 Extending the model with noise

As a result, of extracting the retina from the eye and flattening it onto an MEA, some of the

functional circuitry and cells get damaged. As a result these may no longer respond reliably

to certain light stimuli. Furthermore, the spike sorting process can also introduce some ex-

perimental noise into the recorded spike trains. To evaluate the robustness of the clustering

methods to this type of noise, the LNP model was augmented to include four sources of noisy

responses.

The first two were each simply a Poisson process with a fixed rate throughout the stimulus

time, one with a high frequency noise, and the other with a low frequency. The low frequency

was chosen by sampling from an exponential distributionwithmean𝛽 = 2, for each noisy unit

generated. Similarly for the high frequency, a rate was chosen uniformly at random between

5Hz and 30Hz, to match active portions of the simulated RGCs spike rates. These two noisy

units are thus uncorrelated to the stimuli, and model both random background noise that is

picked up during the recording process and spontaneously firing cells that do not respond to

stimuli.

Two other types of noisy units were generated by altering an existing unit’s spike train. The

first type was created by randomly dropping 70% of the unit’s spikes across all trials. Thismod-

els a unit that is only partially captured by theMEA and subsequent spike sorting. Finally, the

last noise model involved generating two spike trains from different RFs and merging them.

This simulates spike sorting being unable to distinguish two cells from each other and combin-

ing them into a single unit.

To generate datasets polluted with a known amount of noisy units, a random subset of the

population was picked and replaced with one of the four noise models. The number of noisy

units was evenly distributed between each of the four types. The percentage of noisy units as

a percentage of the total population was varied from 10% to 90%, in increments of 10%, and

a dataset was generated for each.

3.1.4 Limitations of the LNP model

The model presented above provides a straightforward method to generate labelled synthetic

data and thus assess the clusteringmethods; however, it is also simplistic in nature when com-

pared to the biological complexity of RGCs.

Firstly, the model uses an RF that is only temporal, whereas RGCs exhibit strong13 spa-

tial activation patterns such as surround inhibition. Moreover, the spatial RFs are not always

static, and can be sensitive38 to both orientation and direction of movement. Finally, as some

BCs selectively synapse with cones expressing only one type of opsin, they are colour select-

ive. The second shortcoming lies with the lack of cell type diversity, and is attributable to the
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single dimension of the RF.The most recent reports5,6 suggest at least 30–40 RGC types exist,

whereas only eight types were generated here. Finally, LNP models have been shown39 to per-

form poorly with regards to the timing precision of the generated spike trains, and, therefore,

may not provide sufficiently precise spike times to test whether the methods are indeed able

to cluster RGCs based on their temporal kinetic profiles. Thus, for future work, models which

are better able34 to model the precise spike times and spatio-temporal kinetics of RGCs could

be explored.

3.2 Extracting features from the RGC data

A neuron’s stereotypical action potentials, or spikes, in the form of spike trains consist of dis-

crete events on a continuous time scale. This representation does not lend itself directly to the

discrete features or distancematrices required by unsupervised clustering algorithms. A naive

approach would be to discretise time into very small time step Δ𝑡, and assign it a value of 1 or

0, indicating whether or not a spike occurred within each time step 𝑡𝑖. While this would result

in a feature vector that can be theoretically used for unsupervised clustering, it poses a slight

problem. In order to ensure that bins only count for a single spike, a high time resolution is re-

quired, and thus, a small Δ𝑡. RGCs can commonly have40 spike rates of ~200Hz, thus placing

an upper bound on Δ𝑡 of ~5ms. For a ~33 s recordinge, this would result in a 6,600 dimension

feature vector. Furthermore, this representation would be very sparse, with most time bins

indicating no spikes.

In this section, some common indices specific to RGCs are described, followed by a brief

overview and discussion of peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs), principal component ana-

lysis (PCA) and it’s variant, sparse PCA, and spike train distances. Thesemethods were used to

extract feature or distance matrices from spike trains, which were subsequently used for unsu-

pervised hierarchical clustering using agglomerative clustering, and the results are presented

in Chapter 4.

3.2.1 Computed indices

Spike trains are highly variable stochastic processes and the trial-to-trial variability can be

quite high, however, in the retina, the responses of RGCs can be very precise40 when presented

with the right stimulus. Indices that measure various properties of RGC responses have been

used7,41,42 with success to characterise some of their response properties.

Here, two suchmeasures are briefly described. However, thesemeasures are not used as fea-

tures for clustering RGC types, but instead as indicators to compare the RGC groups obtained

eThe duration of a single presentation of the full-field chirp stimulus.
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through clustering, with the types identified in previous work. Furthermore, using these in-

dices as feature vectors has already been attempted7, with relatively poor results in terms of

absolute number of RGC types identified. Finally, these measures do not generalise to other

sensory systems, and thus any methods developed using them will only be specialised to the

retina or the visual system.

ON-OFF index (OOi) Many of the RGC types are either ON or OFF cells, depending on

which layer in the IPL they stratify, and thus which BCs drive their response. Twomeasures of

a cell’s polarity were computed, both based on the same principle:

OOi = ⟨𝑟𝑂𝑁⟩𝑡 − ⟨𝑟𝑂𝐹𝐹 ⟩𝑡
⟨𝑟𝑂𝑁⟩𝑡 + ⟨𝑟𝑂𝐹𝐹 ⟩𝑡

(3.9)

where ⟨𝑟𝑂𝑁⟩𝑡 is the number of spikes in the first 𝑡 ms after the start of the full-field flash (light

ON), and ⟨𝑟𝑂𝐹𝐹 ⟩𝑡 after light OFF.This is similar5 to themeasure used by Baden et al., except it

measures the response to the full-field flash instead of moving bars. The two variations simply

involved setting 𝑡 to either 400ms, as Baden et al. do, or to the entire duration of respective

ON or OFF portion of the stimulus (2ms).

Direction selectivity index (DSi) This index aims to quantify whether a cell is more sens-

itive to stimuli moving in a particular direction than others. Certain RGC types are known2 to

be both direction and orientation selective, although the latter was only recently38 confirmed.

A simple measure of direction selectivity involved first computing the maximum firing rate of

a neuron relative to its minimum spike rate for each of the moving bar stimuli:

𝑟minmax = 𝑟max − 𝑟min (3.10)

where 𝑟max is themaximum and 𝑟min is theminimum spike rate, taken by counting the number

of binned spikes, in this case using 200mswide bins. Taking the relative rate was required as it

was found that themeanfiring rate of the units driftedf across the differentmoving bar stimuli,

regardless of their actual peak response. The relative maximum rate was transformed into a

vector representing the direction of the stimuli, and the first two normalised eigenvalues were

used to compute the DSi:

DSi = 1 − 𝜆1
𝜆2

(3.11)

This value is bounded [0, 1], with a higher value signifying a stronger direction selectivity. A

more robust approach is described43 by Mazurek et al.; however, as the DSi was only used as

fThanks to Dr Hennig for noticing this issue and suggesting a workaround.
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an indicator and not for clustering, this was not implemented.

3.2.2 PSTH

A peristimulus time histogram (PSTH) can be computed for any set of spike trains that were re-

corded during the repeated presentation of a stimulus. The individual spike trains are aligned

so that the stimulus presentation times coincide across trials, and then the number of spikes in

each time bin is counted. Whilst a PSTH can be created for a single spike train, it is most useful

as a way of summarising and visualising the response of an individual neuron or a set of neur-

ons across trials, in effect averaging out the trial-to-trial variability. As with all histograms,

the choice of bin size will have a significant effect on the resulting PSTH. Just as the PSTH can

be used for visualisation, it can also serve as a feature to use for unsupervised clustering.

Since all individual spikes within a bin of size 𝑡 are grouped and all precise timing is lost, it is

important that the chosen 𝑡 captures the temporal dynamics of the stimuli and the responding

cells. At the same time, 𝑡 cannot be set to be extremely small, as otherwise thewhole exercise is

futile and you reduce the PSTH to a spike train merged across trials. Furthermore, setting 𝑡 to
be small will yield a very high dimensional feature vector and, as wasmentioned in Section 2.4,

high-dimensional feature matrices are problematic to deal with since Euclidean space in high

dimensions can have unexpected effects on distances between points in this space. Therefore,

the choice of bin size is expected to significantly alter the results, and is a parameter that needs

to be chosen and optimised carefully.

To compute the PSTH, the response times from theRGCdata, togetherwith the trial trigger

information, was converted into PySpike37 SpikeTrain objects. This allowed for easiermanip-

ulation as the PySpike library provides a number of useful functions, including one to compute

the PSTH from a set of spike trains. Computing the PSTH across trials for each unit results

in a feature matrix that can be used as an input for unsupervised clustering. This method was

evaluated on the 148 synthetic data sets generated using the LNPmodel. The following PSTH

bin sizes were evaluated: 10, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, and 3200ms. As the total stimulus

length for the LNP data is 21 s long, this gives between 7 and 2,100 feature dimensions, and

results in 1,120 individual clustering results (8 bin sizes × 140 data sets). The method was

evaluated on the parameter that provided the best results, presented in Chapter 4.

3.2.3 Dimensionality reduction

Principal component analysis (PCA) PCA is used44 extensively as a dimensionality reduc-

tion technique. Intuitively, for 𝐾 principal components (PCs) it can be seen as capturing the

𝐾 directions of highest variance and reporting the position of each observation along these

directions. It is deterministic and fast to compute. To build a feature vector with a lower
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number of dimensions, PCA was applied to the PSTHs using data whiteningg. This was per-

formed across all the PSTH bin sizes mentioned above, for 1–4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 PCs. Using

these values resulted in 8,960 individual clustering results, and as with the PSTH, the best set

of parameters was used to evaluate the method. Although the results for different values of

𝐾 are nested, using a higher 𝐾 results in more feature dimensions, and affects the distances

computed by the clustering algorithm. As PCA captures the principal directions of variance, it

discards manifold structures in higher dimensions.

Sparse PCA Sparse PCA is a related44 method that incorporates an L1 penalty term that

promotes sparse results, i.e. where most values are at or close to zero and one dimension dom-

inates. In the context of building a feature vector for unsupervised clustering, the advantage

of Sparse PCA is that the distances between similar objects in Euclidean space are reduced.

Sparse PCA on the PSTHs was computed using the Scikit-learn implementation, across all

PSTH bin sizes, for 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 PCs each using L1 penalty terms (𝛼) of 10, 50, 100,

200, 400, 800. A smaller set of PCs was evaluated compared to the ‘plain’ PCA to reduce com-

putation time. Initially a smaller range of 𝛼 was used, but this had no effect on the results.

Computing clusterings across the parameter space resulted in 33,600 individual results. The

best set of parameters was chosen when evaluating the method.

3.3 Spike train distances

So far, only features computed on the basis of the RGC responses have been discussed. How-

ever, agglomerative clustering can also take a distancematrix as an input. It is convenient then,

that an entire class of distance metrics45–47 exists with the explicit purpose of quantifying the

similarity or dissimilarity between pairs and entire sets of spiking responses.

Spike train metrics (or distances) can be used to compute a distance measure between a

pair or a set of spike trains. These metrics are true distance measures and thus satisfy the

metric space properties, such that identical spike trains have a distance of zero and vice-versa

(𝑥 = 𝑦 ⇔ 𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0), distances are symmetric (𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑑(𝑦, 𝑥)), and finally that the

triangle inequality holds (𝑑(𝑥, 𝑧) ⩽ 𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝑑(𝑦, 𝑧)). Spike train metrics have been applied

in numerous studiesh with successful results. What is particularly appealing45 about spike

distances is that their use effectively constitutes a method of dimensionality reduction that

is domain specific and sensitive to spike timing, which has been found to be important in

neural signalling. There are two broad types of spike train distances: time-scale dependent

and time-scale independent metrics. The first broad type of metric, as the name implies, uses

gNormalising the data so that it has zero mean and unit variance
hSee Ref. 45 for examples of the practical applications uses of spike train distances.
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a time-scale parameter (𝜏𝑑) to change the temporal scale to which the distancemeasure is sens-

itive. Modulating 𝜏𝑑 from one extreme to another moves these metrics from being effectively

a (spike) ‘rate-based’ code to one where exact timing matters. This approach has been used to

probe45 the ‘neural code’ of various sensory systems, with the aim to determine their sensitiv-

ity to temporal precisioni. However, it is the latter type that ismore interesting for the present

use-case as a result of the advantages47 of a parameter freemetric. I refer the reader to reviews

by Victor (Ref. 45) and Kreuz et al. (Ref. 46) for an overview of the former.

Time-scale independent measures are parameter free and have numerous advantages: the

fact that there is noparameter to optimise reducesnot only the computational cost but provides

also an adaptive and principled approach that can be generalised to spike trains from any part

of the nervous system, without the need for a priori knowledge about the temporal dynamics

of the region being studied. Here, I explore the two most relevant49 metrics for our use case:

ISI-distance and SPIKE-distance.

ISI distance The ISI distance46 is based on the inter-spike intervals of the two spike trains

being compared. The inter-spike interval is simply the distance in time between the previous

and next spike, and over the time course of the spike train can be seen as a step function.

The instantaneous ISI distance is simply the ratio between these values, adjusted so that the

distance is symmetric:

𝐷ISI(𝑡) =
⎧{
⎨{⎩

𝑣𝑥
ISI(𝑡)/𝑣𝑦

ISI(𝑡) − 1, if 𝑣𝑥
ISI(𝑡) ≤ 𝑣𝑦

ISI(𝑡)
−(𝑣𝑦

ISI(𝑡)/𝑣𝑥
ISI(𝑡) − 1), otherwise

(3.12)

where 𝑣𝑥
ISI(𝑡) and 𝑣𝑦

ISI(𝑡) are the instantaneous inter-spike interval values for spike trains 𝑥
and 𝑦, respectively. The distance between two spike trains is computed by taking the average

of the absolute value of 𝐷ISI(𝑡). The measure is simply a ratio of the two spike trains inter-

spike intervals, and therefore, it reaches zero not only when the spike trains are identical, but

also when both spike trains have the same period.

SPIKE distance Similarly to the ISI distance, SPIKE distance47,50 is also based on the inter-

spike intervals. However, instead of simply comparing the inter-spike intervals, the distances

between the preceding and following spikes of the two spike trains under consideration are

compared. The measure is computed in two steps. The first step involves computing, for each

spike in both spike trains, the distance to the nearest spike in the spike train that it is being

compared with. In the next step, the local spike time differences are weighedj such that the

iAlthough, as shown previously48 and confirmed recently49, most of thesemetrics still retain some sensitivity
to firing rates.

jFor details of the formula for the SPIKE distance measure, please see47 Kreuz et al..
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closest spikes dominate, and are normalised to yield a quasi-instantaneous distance profile.

This SPIKE distance profile is averaged over time to compute the SPIKE distancemeasure. This

results in a distance measure that is sensitive to coincident spikes, whereas the ISI-distance,

by contrast, is sensitive only to the relative inter-spike intervals. The original measure50 was

recently improved47 to remove spurious high values observed when spike trains with bursts of

activity were compared, which is particularly relevant here as RGCs can exhibit such activity,

especially for the chirp stimulus.

Computing spike distances The open source package PySpike37 was used to compute the

ISI- and SPIKE-distances. For each condition, a condensed distance matrix of pairwise dis-

tances between units was created. Whilst PySpike provides functions to compute a full dis-

tance matrix, this could not be used directly as repeat trials of each stimuli need to be accoun-

ted for. The pairwise distances between two units were determined by computing the pairwise

distances of all trials across the two units. Themultivariate ISI- and SPIKE-distances cannot be

used directly across all trials taken from both units, as this would also measure the distances

across trials within a unit.

Finally, as both ISI and SPIKE distances are based on the averaging of quasi-instantaneous

profiles, sampling the distance over instantaneous values or short intervals can be used47 to

measure “trigger-based” spike distances at specific time points relative to the stimulus. In this

work, the trigger-based spike distances were tested for their ability to cluster synthetic data;

the results discussed in detail in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Results and Discussion

4.1 Evaluation of clustering methods using synthetic data

To evaluate the recovery of clusters from the synthetic labelled ground truth dataset, hierarch-

ical agglomerative clustering was performed using Ward’s linkage. The dendrogram was cut

such that eight flat clusters would form, with the aim of reconstructing the original eight cell

types (see Section 3.1.1). Setting this condition ensures that all models are compared on a

fair basis for their ability to group the data into clusters that match the original labels. Us-

ing the 140 datasets created using the LNP model, three different feature extraction methods

(PSTH, PCA, and Sparse PCA) and the two distance measures (ISI and SPIKE) were evaluated.

As the ground truth values are known for the LNP data, external clustering quality measures

can be used to objectively validate the results. For each condition, themedian was taken of the

four measures described in Section 2.4.2.1: the adjusted Rand index, adjusted mutual inform-

ation index, V-measure (itself the harmonic mean of homogeneity and completeness), and the

Fowlkes-Mallows score. This choice wasmotivated by the fact that across almost all conditions,

the scores of each individual quality index were very close. Furthermore, all four measures are

complementary and this choice removes personal bias considering that an objective choice of

external quality metric is lacking. The distribution of the median scores across all conditions

for each method is shown in Figure 4.1.

Based on the median values across all conditions, the methods can be ranked from best to

worst: (1) the PSTH as a feature vector, followed by (2) the ISI distance as a distancematrix, (3)

sparse PCA on the PSTH for dimensionality reduction and using these PCs as a feature vector,

(4) the SPIKE distance matrix, and finally (5) taking the ‘plain’ PCA of the PSTH and using the

PCs as a feature vector. However, several things must be noted here to put the results in per-

spective. Firstly, the methods using PSTHs, either alone or through a form of dimensionality

reduction, require picking and optimising the PSTH bin size. Secondly, PCA requires picking

the number of PCs to use in addition to the PSTH bin size, and finally sparse PCA requires yet
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SPIKE distance

PCA on PSTH

Figure 4.1. Median score across all conditions: For each of the five methods, four external clustering
quality scores (adjusted Rand index, adjusted mutual information score, V-measure, and
the Fowlkes-Mallows score) were computed for each dataset. The median of the four
scores is calculated for each dataset. Finally, the medians for the various datasets (140)
are presented in the form of a box plot, one for each method. In all cases a higher score
implies a better clustering result. Each coloured box plot shows the interquartile range
(IQR),where the size of the ‘notches’ in eachbox is proportional to the confidence interval
of the median (of median scores). Finally, the error bars extend 0.8 times past the IQR
in each direction. The methods are ordered from the highest median value (of median
scores) to the lowest, from top to bottom.

another parameter to control the L1 penalty term. The results shown in Figure 4.1 were ob-

tained through a substantial grid search. In the case of PSTH, this involved eight different bin

sizes (see Section 3.2.2), whereas for plain PCA, the search space was multiplied by the num-

ber of different PCs used, resulting in 64 possibilities. Finally, for sparse PCA the search space

included 120 possible parameter combinationsa. For the PSTH-based clustering, a bin size of

200ms resulted in the best overall performance, which also proved to be the best bin size for

PCA and sparse PCA. For PCA, using eight PCs worked best, whereas for sparse PCA, a penalty

of 50 with 12 components provided the best scores. The full results across all parameters for

these methods are provided in Appendix A (Figures A.1 to A.3). The ISI and SPIKE distance

based clustering required no such parameter search. The fact that both methods have compar-

able or better performance in comparison to the others demonstrates that they are suitable

for the clustering of RGC types based on their physiological response. This is particularly im-

portant outside this evaluation exercise, where the ground truth data are unknown, and there

is no clear function to optimise. To ensure that these methods performwell across a spectrum

of datasets, one still needs to evaluate them under less ideal conditions.

Looking specifically into how the methods compare as a function of cell number and RF

variation, we can see in Figure 4.2 that the performance of all methods degraded rapidly as the

RF variation increased beyond 15% and, in particular, that the spike distance based measures

(Figures 4.2d and 4.2e) performed slightly worse than the others as RF variation increased. In

all cases, the worst performance is observed when the RF variation is at 30%, and the total

aAll details of parameters and values explored during grid evaluation are provided in Section 3.2.3.
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c. Sparse PCA
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d. ISI distance
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e. SPIKE distance
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Figure 4.2. Cluster quality measures as a function of RF variation and total number of units: For each of
the five methods (a–e), four external clustering quality scores (adjusted Rand index, ad-
justed mutual information score, V-measure, and the Fowlkes-Mallows score) were com-
puted for each dataset. The median of the four scores is calculated for each dataset (140
in total). In all cases a higher score implies a better clustering result.

number of units at its highest (800 units). Each of the methods performs consistently with

regards to its’ relative position frombest to worst (the order shown in Figure 4.1). This trend is

observed across changes in percentage of RF variation and number of units (Figure 4.2). This

trend is consistent across all conditions of the synthetic dataset: permitting for minor local

variations, there was no single direction in which any of the methods described performed

characteristically better or worse relative to the order shown in Figure 4.1. Plots showing the

results across all conditions are shown in Appendix A (Figure A.4).

These observations suggest that the overall order of results presented in Figure 4.1 is not

affected by changing RF variance and the number of units, and presents an absolute ordering

of the methods studied. These results are especially positive for the ISI and SPIKE distance

based methods, as they confirm that such parameter free distance measures give comparable

results to PSTH and PCA based methods. The spike distance based methods thus provide a

more principled approach from which to study the classification of RGC types based on their

physiology.

Trigger-based spike distances As discussed in Section 3.3, the ISI and SPIKE distances

are simply the average value of the quasi-continuous distance profile and, instead of averaging

over the entire spike trains, the distances can be averaged from several instantaneous values

or small intervals centred around chosen ‘triggers’, typically stimuli onset or at specific points
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in the phase of a periodic stimuli. Using the local minima and maxima shown in Figure 3.1,

the ISI distance was calculated for intervals centred around these points that correspond to

key stimulus times. The intervals used were 50, 100, 250, 500, and 1000ms. Computing the

stimuli trigger-based spike distances required bug fixesb to the PySpike library; these fixes

were implemented and accepted by the package maintainer. Unfortunately, the results were

extremely poor across all conditions and interval lengths. A similar bugc also affects the SPIKE

distance computations however, since the trigger-based ISI distance results were so poor, a fix

was not implemented as part of this project, but will form part of future work. The cluster-

ing scores from these experiments are not presented here; instead, the poor performance of

trigger-based distances is addressed as part of the discussion on spike distances later in this

chapter.

4.1.1 Performance of methods on noisy data

To evaluate the how the clusteringmethods perform in the presence of noisy units, all five clus-

tering methods were applied to the nine additional datasets, generated using the four noise

models described in Section 3.1.3. This data all had varying amounts of noisy units, ranging

from 0–90% of the total population. For the three methods that require parameter selection,

the values that gave the best results on the non-noisy synthetic data were chosen. When eval-

uating the results, only the labels of ‘good’ (i.e. noisy) units were compared between the clus-

tering results and the original labels. Therefore, the comparison does not assess the methods

for their ability to separate the ‘bad’ noisy units from the ‘good’ ones. Instead, the emphasis

is purely on being able to separate the different types of RGCs from each other, even if noisy

units belong to these clusters. The rationale for this choice being that if an RGC recording

has been properly pre-processed and filtered, the proportion of bad units should be relatively

low, and, therefore, the mean response of an RGC cluster should not be affected. Moreover,

assigning deterministic labels based on the noise models and evaluating the ‘correctness’ of

this clustering would be unfair to any algorithm: it may well find that some noisy units stand

out from the rest and exhibit strong similarities when merely 10 trials are compared. Finally,

as the noise model introduces new ‘types’ of cells, constraining the results to eight flat clusters

could force erroneous clustering results. Hence, the results were evaluated against a range of

numbers of flat clusters, representing different cutoff points within the hierarchy of a result,

namely, from 8 to 20 flat clusters. The external quality measures were thus computed for each

of the flat clusterings, and for each method and condition.

Firstly, looking at the median score across methods obtained for a clustering result of eight

flat clusters, Figure 4.3a shows a significant degradation in reconstruction quality as the num-

bSee https://github.com/mariomulansky/PySpike/pull/36
chttps://github.com/mariomulansky/PySpike/issues/37
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Figure 4.3. Clustering quality scores on noisy data for a flat clustering of 8 clusters: In all cases a higher
score implies a better clustering result. (a) For each of the five methods, four external
clustering quality scores (adjusted Rand index, adjusted mutual information score, V-
measure, and the Fowlkes-Mallows score) were computed for each dataset. The median
of the four scores is calculated and reported for each dataset. (b)The completeness score
for the same datasets examined in (a).

ber of noisy units increases. The ISI and SPIKE distance measures in particular appear to de-

teriorate immediately upon the introduction of bad units, despite having comparable baseline

results (at 0% of bad units). Closer inspection of the scores shows that the completeness score

in particular reveals some interesting information about these results. As described in Sec-

tion 2.4.2.1, this score places emphasis on classes being grouped together, and will result in a

score of 1.0 even if that involves putting all classes into a single cluster. Thus, when compar-

ing the completeness scores in Figure 4.3b to those in Figure 4.3a, it is clear that the SPIKE

distance is correctly grouping types, according to the completeness measure, with remarkable

accuracy, even when the number of noisy units is high. This suggests that the SPIKE distance

clustering is actually separating at least some of the noisy units into their own clusters, and,

as a result of the cutoff point in the hierarchy, a flat clustering of 8 groups is insufficient to

capture all types and results in lower scores on the other measures.

Inspecting the result where 16 flat clusters are created, instead of just eight, changes the

results significantly, as shown in Figure 4.4. Whilst the median score of all the external clus-

tering quality measures (Figure 4.4a) seems to improve, there are some specific changes worth

noting. The first is that the median quality score for the baseline case (0% bad units) is lower

for all methods. This is to be expected, as when there are no noisy units to cluster, forcing a res-

ult with 16 groups when there are only eight original types will lead to a poor clustering score.
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The second is that whilst all methods seem to improve on all datasets with non-zero noise,

the ISI and SPIKE distance methods improve dramatically for low to medium levels of noise

(10–60%), with SPIKE distance surpassing all others over this range. Finally, both distance

methods continue to fare poorly when the population is dominated by noisy units (70–90%).

The completeness scores (Figure 4.4b) agree with these observations, but they go further by

demonstrating that the reason for the poor performance in the highnoise range does not affect

themethods’ ability to continue to group types, even if that means putting two types together.
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Figure 4.4. Clustering quality scores on noisy data for a flat clustering of 16 clusters: In all cases a higher
score implies a better clustering result. (a) For each of the five methods, four external
clustering quality scores (adjusted Rand index, adjusted mutual information score, V-
measure, and the Fowlkes-Mallows score) were computed for each dataset. The median
of the four scores is calculated and reported for each dataset. (b)The completeness score
for the same datasets examined in (a).

These results provide strong validation to the distance basedmethods and SPIKEdistance in

particular, for two reasons. Firstly, as mentioned earlier, the recorded RGC data are expected

to have a low amount of noisy units after filtering. Therefore, the fact that these methods

are not only comparable with, but surpass all the other methods on low to medium levels of

noisy units demonstrates that they are ideal methods for exploring the diversity of RGC types.

Secondly, the distance based methods exhibit a consistently high completeness score. From

the perspective of a neuroscientist this is important because it means that (1) artificial sub-

groups of new cell types are less likely to be created as an artefact of unsupervised clustering,

and (2) cells of the same type are consistently grouped together, even if that means combining

two or more ‘true’ types.

Having thus achieved positive results using the distance based methods on synthetic spike
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trains, their use on recorded RGC responses is presented next. As no ground truth labels are

available for this data, it is necessary to use a combination of domain knowledge when assess-

ing the clusters and possibly an internal clustering quality measure. However, as discussed

in Section 2.4.2.2, these measures make assumptions about the shape that clusters should

have and do not work well with clusters that have both high and different levels of variance.

The silhouette coefficient obtained from the SPIKE distance based clustering using the noisy

synthetic data confirmed that this measure is unsuitable for the present task (see results in

Appendix A, Figure A.5).

4.2 Clustering of experimental data

During thedevelopment of the clusteringmethods, several different datasets of recordedRGCs

were used; however, for the results presented here, only a single datasetd was utilised. Further-

more, most recordings of RGCs are first performed under ‘normal’ control conditions, followed

by several stageswhere drugs inhibiting specific neuroreceptorse are perfused across the retina.

Choosing to focus on a single recording under control conditions is motivated by the fact that

the methodology presented in this thesis is novel with regards to the classification of RGCs

and, therefore, requires first proper scrutiny; analysing the results across recordings and phar-

macological manipulations is thus left for future work.

The data was loaded using adaptations of the Python routines provided by Dr Hennig and

Dr Hilgen (Section 2.3). This involved extracting the times for each stimulus and the resulting

spike times for each unit identified by spike sorting, and transforming these into the repres-

entation used by the PySpike package, after which the spike distances could be computed as

discussed in Section 3.3. In the experimental recordings, the full-field flash and chirp were sep-

arate stimulus regimes, with 30 and 10 trials each, respectively. The SPIKE and ISI distance

matrices were thus computed for each of these two stimuli conditions, giving four distance

matrices to use for clustering.

A note on the quality of the recorded units Throughout the exploratory phase of the

project, the sheer volume of poorly separated and noisy units was a constant issue. Several

attempts were made to find a suitable quality measure to isolate these problem units and pre-

vent them from ‘polluting’ the clustering results. These attempts included computing the Fano

factor, the maximum and average spike rates, and two methods of measuring the consistency

of units’ responses across trials. The first methodmeasured the correlation of action potential

dFrom a recording on a 91-day-old mouse, made on the 5th of July 2017, see8 Hilgen et al. for further details
of the experimental procedures.

eIn the datasets available, these were GABA-blocking drugs, thus, for example, blocking the feedback and
feed-forward inhibitory inputs from ACs onto BCs and RGCs.
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waveforms captured from a single unit. This measure has precedent8 for evaluating how well

isolated a unit’s recording is, and does not discount a unit simply for having a low spike rate or

failing to show a strong response to the particular stimulus regime presented (see discussion

in Section 2.3.1). The second method involved computing the ISI and SPIKE distances across

trials for each unit. Thismethodwas also extended to only average the distances in short inter-

vals after stimulus onsets. This approach proved to be quite efficient at separating units that

respondedwell to the stimuli, in particular for the full-field flash. However, units that had con-

sistently very few spikes also had very low spike distances across trials. Ultimately, wishing

to avoid exclusion of units based solely on their spike rates, it was found that simply exclud-

ing units that had one or more trials without a single spike across both the full-field flash and

chirp stimuli afforded the best results. On the recording presented here, the selection criteria

resulted in 1,222 units being used from the initial 9,817 identified via spike sorting. Whilst

this criterion worked well in the present case, further work is warranted to establish a more

principled approach.

A dendrogram, i.e. the immediate result of a hierarchical clustering, while being a useful

tool to observe the separation of objects and understand the relationship between clusters, is

of little value by itself when one wants to classify RGCs into concrete types. For this reason,

the level for a flat clustering needs to be chosen by selecting either a set number of clusters or

a distance cutoff threshold at which to ‘slice’ the tree into a flat grouping.
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Figure 4.5. Silhouette scores and number of flat clusters: The flat clustering results were taken across
a range of cutoff distances for each of the four hierarchical clusterings computed from
the four distance matrices (ISI/SPIKE distance and full-field flash/chirp stimulus). The
number of flat clusters for each cutoff point is plotted using a dashed line. The silhouette
score for each of these is drawn using a solid line. The results in (a) are based on the ISI
distances, whereas (b) shows the results based on the SPIKE distance. The x-axes ranges
were each chosen to yield a result of up to ~40 flat clusters. Note that the left y-axis in
(a) is different from that in (b).

In an attempt to inform this decision process, the silhouette coefficient at various cutoff

distance for each of the four distances matrices was computed, along with the resulting num-

ber of clusters. The results are shown for all four distances matrices (ISI/SPIKE and full-field
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flash/chirp) in Figure 4.5. Comparing the x-axes in Figures 4.5a and 4.5b, it is clear that for

the same cutoff distance, the ISI distance based clustering resulted a higher number of clusters

than the SPIKE distance base clustering. The other observation is that the silhouette score

gradually increases as the cutoff distance increases (meaning higher up the tree and with a

lower number of flat clusters), likely due to its preference for comparatively dense clusters

with little overlap. Despite the apparent futility of comparing the silhouette scores, it is worth

noting that the SPIKE distance based clustering (Figure 4.5b) resulted in noticeably higher

scores, albeit primarily for low number of flat clusters. This observation suggests that the

SPIKE distance matrices have better separation in metric space, regardless of whether this

matches the underlying “ground truth” or not. Put together, these results corroborate the

evidence gathered from the LNPmodel, that SPIKE distance seems to perform better than ISI

distance when the number of noisy units is relatively low.

Thus, lacking any useful information as to what constitutes a good cutoff value from the

silhouette score, we can instead compare the similarity of the clustering results across meth-

ods and stimuli, in the hope of learning something about the cutoff values. Whilst most of the

measures used to compare the two clusterings discussed in Section 2.4.2.1 are often used to

validate a result to a known ground truth, the symmetric measures can be used33 to measure

the consensus between a set of clustering results, with the AMI score being particularlyf well

suited. Figure 4.6a compares the AMI between the ISI and SPIKE distance based clustering

results for each of the two stimuli. This comparison shows that the full-field flash based clus-

terings are marginally more in agreement with each other, across both of the distance meas-

ures, than the chirp based clusterings. Given the limited temporal dynamics of the full-field

flash, this is not surprising, and actually suggests that the chirp stimulus is more successful

in evoking a wider range of kinetic responses. Evaluation of the AMI scores for the full-field

flash suggests that 6 clusters are ideal, whereas the true number of RGCs is known5 to bemuch

higher; this observation lends further support to the argument that the full-field flash evokes

only a limited variety of responses from the RGCs. Remarkably, the number of clusters sugges-

ted by the chirp responses, based on the AMI consensus score between ISI and SPIKE distance

based clusterings, is 32. This matches exactly the number of distinct RGC types reported5 by

Baden et al., who performed the most comprehensive survey to date of the physiological re-

sponses of RGCs. What is also clear from Figure 4.6a is that this is a remarkable coincidence

since the chirpAMI scores donot formadistinct peak, unlike the one observed for the full-field

flash, and, instead, exhibit a slowly decreasing plateau. Finally, looking at the AMI consensus

scores for each method, compared across the clustering results for the two stimuli, we see in

fAs noted33 in Vinh et al., the unadjusted measures can suggest an artificially high number of clusters when
the ratio 𝑁/𝐾 is not large, where 𝑁 is the number of samples and 𝐾 is the number of clusters. This was found
to be true in the present case as the unadjusted normalised mutual information consistently suggested upwards
of 100 clusters. There is no reported evidence thus far that so many distinct RGC types exist.
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Figure 4.6b that the range of scores is much lower across stimuli than when clusterings based

on the same stimuli are compared (Figure 4.6a). Overall, the SPIKE distance measure is once

again shown to be marginally superior to the ISI distance, as it is more self-consistent in its

clustering results across the stimuli. Since the data suggests that the SPIKEdistance based clus-

tering is superior, the ISI distance based clustering is not included in further evaluation; the

potential reasons for the poor performance of the ISI distance based clustering are discussed

later in this chapter.

To evaluate the flat clusterings suggested by the AMI scores, one must use domain know-

ledge and manually examine the RGC responses of each cluster.

4.2.1 Examining the clustering results

Taking the suggested values based on the AMI scores shown in Figure 4.6a, a flat clustering

consisting of 6 groups, based on the SPIKE distances computed on the full-field flash stimulus,

is presented in Figure 4.7. Similarly, a result with 32 clusters based on the chirp stimulus

is presented in Figure 4.8. The full-field stimulus based clustering appears to largely divide

the RGCs into two ON groups (Nos. 4 and 6), two OFF groups (Nos. 1 and 2); with the rest

being uncertain. An ad-hoc examination of the raster spike trains and PSTHs of individual

units within each cluster revealed that while some clusters are quite well separated (e.g. No.

1), others have a mix of cell polarities and dynamics (e.g. No. 3). Even without the necessary

expert domain knowledge, it was clear that cells with varying polarities and kinetics even for

the full-field stimulus were being grouped together unnecessarily. Examining the results for

the larger cluster size (Figure 4.8) reveals a wide range of temporal profiles. We find a variety

of cells, ranging from the fast OFF cells (Nos. 24–27) that all have slightly different temporal

profiles, to a group of slow onset ON-OFF cells (No. 16). Loosely grouping the clusters based

on their polarity, we observe 10 types of ON cells (Nos. 3, 9, 10–13, 15, 18, 19, 31), 9 types of

OFF cells (Nos. 1, 2, 5, 7, 22, 24–27), and 3 types of ON-OFF cells (Nos. 6, 14, 16), with the

remaining 10 types being uncertain.

Unfortunately, there are a few componentsmissing from this result, without which the clas-

sification of RGC types, at least from a classicalg perspective, cannot be considered complete.

Despite these missing pieces, however, it is important to note that the results presented here

are based on recordings taken from a singlemouse retina and, therefore, compared to themost

recent survey5 of RGCswhere the authors sampled 11,210 cells from50 retinas, this result rep-

resents a significant breakthrough.

gThe term is used here to refer to how RGCs have been classified in most studies reported to date, i.e. based
largely on their anatomical, genetic, and structural properties rather than their physiological ones. See Sanes &
Masland for a discussion4.
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Figure 4.6. Consensus between clustering results: (a) Consensus based on the adjustedmutual inform-
ation (AMI) score between the ISI and SPIKE distance based clustering for each of the
stimuli (full-field flash and chirp). The vertical dashed lines show the number of clusters
at which the AMI scores at their highest: an AMI of 0.69 for 6 clusters using flash as the
stimulus and an AMI of 0.58with 32 clusters for chirp. (b)AMI consensus score between
the full-field flash and chirp based clustering for each of the distance measures (ISI and
SPIKE). The vertical dashed lines show the number of clusters at which the AMI scores
were at their highest. For ISI, this was at 23 clusters with a value of 0.39, whereas for
SPIKE the maximum value was 0.43 at 9 clusters. Note that the y-axis in (a) is different
from that in (b).
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Figure 4.7. Clustering using SPIKE distances based on the full-field flash stimulus: Hierarchical cluster-
ingwas performedusing agglomerative clustering andWard’s linkage, basedon the SPIKE
distance matrix of units’ responses to the full-field flash stimulus. This tree of hierarch-
ical clusters was cut at the point where the SPIKE and ISI distance based clusterings had
the highest AMI consensus score (see Figure 4.6a) for this stimulus, leading to the 6 flat
clusters shown here. (a)The remaining dendrogram linking the 6 flat clusters and show-
ing their relative distances. The clusters are numbered from1–6, frombottom to top, and
the number in brackets shows the number of units assigned to each cluster. The colours
of the dendrogram links correspond to the ON-OFF index values (see Section 3.2.1) of
the underlying units, from red/pink for a strong ON polarity to blue/green for an OFF
polarity, and are blended proportionally as the links merge. (b,c) PSTHs of the mean
cluster response to (b) full-field flash (c) and chirp stimulus. A bin size of 25ms was used.
(d) Normalised histograms of the orientation selectivity indices (scale from 0 to 1, see
Section 3.2.1), in colour for the members of the cluster, and behind in grey for the entire
population. (e)The locations of clustermembers across the flattened retinal surface. The
white area shows the location of units across all clusters, whereas the coloured dots show
the locations of each respective cluster. The square represents the recording surface of
the micro-electrode array.

Figure 4.8. Clustering using SPIKE distances based on the chirp stimulus: Hierarchical clustering was
performed using agglomerative clustering and Ward’s linkage, based on the SPIKE dis-
tance matrix of units’ responses to the chirp stimulus. This tree of hierarchical clusters
was cut at the point where the SPIKE and ISI distance based clusterings had the highest
AMI consensus score (see Figure 4.6a) for this stimulus, leading to the 32 flat clusters
shown here. (a) The remaining dendrogram linking the 32 flat clusters and showing
their relative distances. The clusters are numbered from 1 to 32, from bottom to top,
and the number in brackets shows the number of units assigned to this cluster. The col-
ours of the dendrogram links correspond to the ON-OFF index values (see Section 3.2.1)
of the underlying units, from red/pink for a strong ON polarity to blue/green for an OFF
polarity, and are blended proportionally as the links merge. (b,c) PSTHs of the mean
cluster response to (b) full-field flash (c) and chirp stimulus. A bin size of 25ms was used.
(d) Normalised histograms of the orientation selectivity indices (scale from 0 to 1, see
Section 3.2.1), in colour for the members of the cluster, and behind in grey for the entire
population. (e)The locations of clustermembers across the flattened retinal surface. The
white area shows the location of units across all clusters, whereas the coloured dots show
the locations of each respective cluster. The square represents the recording surface of
the micro-electrode array.
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4.3 Discussion

Spatial distribution of clusters Several clusters in Figure 4.8 have a good distribution

across the retinal surface that can be characterised as a mosaic distribution (e.g. clusters 6

and 17, see Figure 2.3 for a simulated example). However, a few of them, including clusters

30–32, are sparse and unevenly distributed. There could be numerous reasons for such uneven

distributions, and three possible explanations are discussed below.

The first reason for the observed distribution could be that some of the RGC typesmay have

been split across two or more clusters, and, if combined, would have a more evenly spread spa-

tial distribution. For example, clusters 25 and 26 both exhibit very similar responses to the

full-field flash and chirp stimuli and have complementary spatial distributions that would be

more evenly spread when combined. Assessing whether two or more clusters correspond to

the same biological type of RGCs would require more information about the individual cells

(along with domain expertise). Ideally, this information would include the soma size, the layer

in which the RGC stratifies within the IPL, along with genetic expression data and some extra

physiological markers, such as the size of the RFs, the STA, and cells’ DSi. The physiological

markers can be computed from SWN or other white noise stimuli, and should form part of

future work. However, whilst MEAs provide high fidelity spike data, their use precludes more

involved anatomical and genetic observations that would reveal these properties. Recent de-

velopments22 have allowed researchers to combine high-density electrical recordings with ge-

netic characterisation, and, therefore, one can hope that in the near future, it will be possible

to make detailed anatomical and electrophysiological observations simultaneously.

The second possibility is that the recording is biased, both in terms of the RGC types cap-

tured and the sampling performed across the retinal surface. Some cell types may not have

had a strong response to the stimuli presented, and this could have resulted in a biased rejec-

tion of units as part of the spike sorting procedure. Furthermore, despite being carried out

with great care, flattening of the retina onto the MEA surface can damage some parts of the

retina, thus altering the cellular circuits; moreover, the surface may not form an even contact

with the MEA; both of these factors could lead to spatial biases in the recording. Whilst spike

sorting techniques are being continuously improved8, retinal damage due tomanipulation and

cell death over the course of the recording need to be considered when analysing the results.

Consequently, the issue arising from sampling bias is compounded by the fact that only a few

instances of rare RGC types4 may have been captured, thus leading to a sparse and uneven

spatial distribution.

Finally, a recent report51 byWarwick et al.demonstrates that a specificRGC type, in this case

transient-OFF-𝛼, which was previously considered to have a uniform physiological response

across the retina in fact exhibits significant variation across the retinal surface, with its kinetics
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becoming increasinglymore sustained along the ventral-dorsal axis. This finding has profound

implications for the physiological classification of RGCs, as whatmay have been considered dis-

tinct types from an anatomical and genetic perspective, may in fact have very similar physiolo-

gical responses depending on their location in the retina. The results of Warwick et al. also

serve to highlight the importance of conducting large-scale pan-retinal studies24 in improving

our understanding of the retina.

Separation of types by polarity Looking at the coloured dendrogram in Figure 4.8, one

can see that whilst parts of the tree contain clusters predominantly of a single polarity (for

example, the OFF groups in clusters 9–17 and the ON groups in 24–27), other branches have

clusters of opposing polarities close to each other (e.g. clusters 3 and 5). Given the apparent

ease with which strong ON and OFF types can be distinguished, this is surprising. This phe-

nomenon was further investigated using the transient OFF type grouped into cluster 27 as an

example. By visualising the raster spike train of all units in this cluster, as shown in Figure 4.9,

we can observe that even though the majority of units appear to have responses matching the

mean cluster response, there are also units which, in fact, have the opposite polarity to the

cluster mean. How can it be that such units were grouped together when the polarity and

kinetics of the cluster are well defined?

The reasons for such grouping can be understood be examining the ISI- and SPIKE-distance

profiles of cells from this cluster with opposing polarities, as shown in Figure 4.10. The pair

of units have similar temporal kinetics, but opposite polarities, and thus have a phase shif-

ted response to the periodic chirp stimulus. This phase shift is most evident in the ~22 000–

30 000ms range, which has a stable time frequency corresponding to the amplitude modula-

tion of the chirp stimulus. Whilst both the instantaneous ISI- and SPIKE-distances are high

when either cell is firing, in the moments between their bursts of activity both distances drop

close to zero. This fact also explains why using the trigger-based distances (discussed in Sec-

tion 4.1) fared poorly when evaluated on the LNP model: the distance values for types with

opposite polarities can be quite low, leading to an incorrect clustering result. Averaging out

over the duration of the stimulus, the phase-shifted nature of these two units results in rel-

atively low distance values. This property of ISI- and SPIKE- distances is known49, and even

desirable for comparing neuronal ensembles that exhibit a commonbut phase-lagged response.

A simple solution for the present case could be to simply split the units with strong ON and

OFF polarities and cluster them separately. However, this result raises an interesting question

regarding the classification of RGC types: should two cells which exhibit the same temporal

responses but opposing polarity be classed as distinct functional types simply because they

receive their inputs from different levels within the IPL?
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Figure 4.9. Spike trains from units belonging to a single cluster: The spike train responses to the chirp
stimulus are shown across all 10 trials, for each unit in cluster 27 (Figure 4.8). Units are
separated by horizontal dashed grey lines. The bottom-most units all exhibit the same
polarity and very similar temporal kinetics. However, looking carefully at some of the
units in the middle and top of the figure, one can see that some units do, in fact, have
opposing polarities. This is most noticeable during the second sinusoidal section of the
stimulus, in the ~20 000–30 000ms range.
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Figure 4.10. Spike trains and spike distance profiles: Twounits from the same cluster are shown (cluster
27, Figures 4.8 and 4.9). The cells have very similar temporal profiles but opposite po-
larities, resulting in a phase shifted response to periodic stimuli. Top: The spike trains
for both units across all 10 trials of the chirp stimulus. Units are separated by a ho-
rizontal dashed grey line. Bottom: The ISI- and SPIKE-distance profiles showing the
instantaneous distance values between all pairs of trials between the two units (and not
the multivariate distances across both units, see Section 3.3). The effect of the phase
shifted response on the instantaneous distancemeasures ismost visible in the ~22 000–
30 000ms range.
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Figure 4.11. Comparing ISI and SPIKE distances: Two units with identical firing patterns are shown,
both from the same cluster (cluster 27, Figures 4.8 and 4.9). Top: The spike trains for
both units across all 10 trials of the chirp stimulus. Units are separated by a horizontal
dashed grey line. Bottom: The ISI- and SPIKE-distance profiles showing the instantan-
eous distance values between all pairs of trials between the two units.

Comparing ISI and SPIKE distance measures When comparing the two spike distance

measures on experimental data, the SPIKE distance based clustering resulted in a noticeably

higher silhouette coefficient than the ISI distance based clustering (Figure 4.5b). Looking at

the instantaneous distance profiles for two nearly identical units from cluster 27 (Figure 4.8),

we see in Figure 4.11 how the two distances compare. It is clear that for bursts of activity, such

as RGC responses to the chirp stimulus, the SPIKE distance does not spuriously assign high

distance values, as is the case with the ISI distance. SPIKE distance in its original50 formula-

tion was not immune to this problem, which was fixed by a later re-formulation47, specifically

directed at addressing this issue of synchronised bursting activity.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

The work presented herein evaluates the use of hierarchical clustering for the classification of

RGC types based on their physiological responses to two full-field stimuli, a flash and ‘chirp’,

which have been shown5 to characterise the cells’ polarity and successfully evoke their detailed

temporal kinetics.

Five differentmethods (PSTH, PCA on PSTH, Sparse PCA on PSTH, ISI distance, and SPIKE

distance) were used to transform spike trains into a form that could be used as input for ag-

glomerative clustering. Three of these methods created a feature vector from each individual

unit’s spike response. The first method involved computing the PSTH, the second was based

on using PCA as a dimensionality reduction technique on the PSTH, and finally, the third in-

volved computing the sparse PCA of the PSTH, also as a method of dimensionality reduction.

A parameter grid search was performed across a number of bin sizes for the PSTH, the number

of PCs used for both PCA and sparse PCA, and the L1 penalty term for the sparse PCA compu-

tations. The two other methods examined in this work involved computing the ISI and SPIKE

distances between all pairs of units, thus resulting in a distance matrix that was used as input

for similarity based clustering.

All fivemethods were evaluated using a large dataset of synthetically generated spike trains.

These synthetic spike trains were generated using an LNPmodel with eight different RF filters,

each representing a distinct RGC type. The parameters of the RF function were varied to cre-

ate a diverse population of units within each type. Modulating the amount of RF variation,

the population ratio of each unit type, and the total population count allowed the creation

of a diverse set of synthetic data on which to evaluate the methods. Finally, the LNP model

was augmented to include four different types of noise, thus simulating real world spike train

recordings made fromMEAs. Evaluation of themethods on the synthetic dataset initially sug-

gested that the PSTH feature matrix produces the best results. However, investigating the

performance of the methods in the presence of low to medium levels of noisy units showed

that, in fact, the SPIKE distance based method is the most robust.
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Following the analysis of the synthetic data, the two spike distance basedmethods (ISI and

SPIKE) were used to cluster the spike train responses of 1,222 RGCs obtained from a single

mouse retina. These responses were recorded previously using an MEA and had already been

pre-processed via spike sorting. The silhouette score and the AMI consensus score between

results suggested that the SPIKE based clustering was superior for both the clustering based

on the full-field flash stimulus and the one based on the chirp stimulus. The AMI consensus

scores across the ISI and SPIKE distance results showed that the chirp stimulus evoked a wider

variety of responses in RGCs owing to the larger number of true clusters suggested by this con-

sensus measure. The highest AMI consensus score between the ISI and SPIKE distance based

hierarchical clusters suggested that 32 groups provides the most coherent result between the

two methods. Remarkably, a recent study5 which measured the relative firing rate of 11,210

RGCs from50mouse retinas, classifiedRGCs into32distinct types based on their physiological

response. Analysis of the 32 clusters determined using the SPIKE distance based clustering of

the chirp stimulus revealed that although some clusters show a good separation and character-

isation of RGC types the results cannot be considered as comprehensive since further analysis

is required to compare the types identified using the method presented here, and those repor-

ted previously.

Despite the promising results obtained in this work, however, there are several key aven-

ues that can be addressed and examined in more detail in order to further advance the classi-

fication of RGCs. For example, the LNP model used is rather simplistic, and, as discussed in

Section 3.1.4, it would provide a stronger validation if (i) the RF filter was extended into more

dimensions, (ii) the number of RGC types generated was greater, and/or (iii) a model that pro-

duces temporally more precise spike trains was used. The distance based measures group RGC

types with similar temporal dynamics but opposite polarities together, and, as a result, the

methods do not provide a clustering that matches the classical definition of RGC types. To

validate that the SPIKE distance based clustering is nevertheless able to reconstruct such a

classification, the method should be tested on data where the ON and OFF types have been

separated. In addition to this validation, the clustering of RGC responses requires additional

information about the cells’ properties to provide a complete account, and ideally, this would

be complemented with anatomical validation. Finally, a new distance measure and clustering

technique, published52 very recently, appears to be very robust to large amounts of noisy spike

trains. Consequently, application of this method to the RGC data, as well as a comparison of

its performance with those of the methods examined here would be of particular interest as

part of future work.

To conclude, the application of spike distances to the clustering of RGC types presented here

is novel, constituting an advance in the application of spike distance based clustering to the

automated classification of sensory neurons. In particular, it represents a non parametric and
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principled approach to classifying neural cell types that is based on their electrophysiological

properties, and has the potential to replicate the results of the most recent comprehensive

survey5—in this case, however, using data recorded from a single mouse retina. The cluster-

ing method scales to thousands of neurons, recorded using dense MEAs, thus simultaneously

increasing the throughput of neural recordings and reducing the number of animals sacrificed.
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Figure A.1. Choosing the best parameters for the PCA method: Grid shows the median values of the
clustering quality scores across all conditions. Eight PCs and 200ms afforded the best
score. Even though this choice resulted in the same median score as other parameter
settings, as seen here, the underlying distribution of scores was the best for the chosen
parameters (data not shown).
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Figure A.2. Choosing the best parameters for the PSTH bin size: (a) A bin size of 200ms was the most
robust to increases in the variation in RFs. (b) To validate that this choice is correct, a
comparison was made across datasets with different numbers of units. Unlike other fig-
ures, this one includes all the datasets in the comparison, this includes variations in rel-
ative populationmix of each RGC type, which were all performed using 200 units. Hence,
the higher scores in the second column (200 units) are due to the sample size being larger
and being composed of datasets on which all methods perform better.
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Figure A.3. Choosing the best parameters for Sparse PCA: (a) Firstly, the L1 penalty parameter 𝛼 was
chosen. (b) Secondly, the best number of PCs to use was checked using 𝛼 = 50. In this
case the maximum number of PCs evaluated resulted in the best score. Although addi-
tional values of the penalty parameter could have been explored, this would have been
computationally intensive; consequently, and because the method already performed
well, no further optimisation was performed.
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Figure A.4. Detailed clustering scores: Scores for each method across different conditions. Same
format as Figure 4.2, see main text (Section 4.1) for details.
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Figure A.5. Silhouette coefficient: The silhouette coefficient was computed for the SPIKE distance
based clustering. Notably, the score values generally (except for 0% bad units) change
very little as a function of the number of flat clusters, demonstrating that it is a poor
measure of clustering quality for the present case.
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